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Kristin Bilby's leadership and versatility drives
her game through tough times -SEE sPoRTS,A9

BRIDGING THE GAP
Religious leaders, UCF
officials discuss ways to
·promote cultural diversity
-SEE NEWS,A6
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Unexplained death shakes University House
MELISSA PATTERSON
News.Editor

After the death of th~ir friend
and neighbor Saturday, residents of University House on
Alafaya Trail turned the pole 0£
the "no parking" sign that may
have killed him into a makeshift
memorial.
They tacked a photo of
Charles H. Hyder V to the pole,
wrote ''we miss you" and signed
it "GBL East" - a reference to
the close-knit side street of east
Green Badger Lane.
Roommates found 25-yearold Hyder, who was last seen

•

trying to dislodge a sign from its as a shock to the residential
pole with his ·upper body, dead development, which primarily
in his bathroom at about 8 p.m
houses students from UCF and
Ryder's roommates said he Valencia Community College.
Twenty-year-old
Alex
had notified them of a large cut
he sustained from the sign that Schnier, another Green Badger
morning but had refused med- Lane resident, said he first saw
ical treatment and then went police at the scene as he was
into his room. Friends assumed leaving to go grocery shopping
he was sleeping, but · when · at about 8:45 p.m.
Hyder didn't emerge by
·~t first, I thought it was just
evening, they forced their way a drug bust or a noise comthrough his locked door and plaint," Schnier said. "I thought
then called police.
nothing of it."
Though Hyder was not a
When he returned home at 11
UCF studeht, at least one of his
p.m., he found five police cars
roommates and many of his
crowding the road and many
friends are. His death came
of his neighbors gathered

near . Ryder's
apartment.
Schnier described th~ scene as
"surreal" and decided to sleep at
a .friend's house.
"The entire sµ"eet was taped
off and I saw a body bag,"
Schnier said. "It almost looked
like a scene from est."
The next day, Schnier said he
saw two women in blue medical
uniforms carrying a large box
into Ryder's apartment, presumably to clean it. However,
roommates countered that ·
there Was very little blood at the
scene.
MELISSA PATTERSON I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
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Residents ofUniversity House on Alafaya Trail tacked a memorial photo of their neighbor and
friend, 25-year-old Charles H. HyderV, to the pole of a"no parking" sign that may have killed him.
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UCF named among top five universities
nationwide for most marijuana activism
1MARISSA BEST
Contributing Writer

In the October issue of High Times magazine, a publication focused ori
the use and legalization of marijuana, UCF has been named among the top
five counterculture colleges in the nation.
"When selecting the list, it was not about what school was the 'stoniest;' it was about which were the most politically active," said Rick
Cusick, associate publisher of High Times.
Elaborating on the university's heavy marijuana activism, Cusick continued, ''.At the 2006 NORML Conference in San Francisco, 60 out of 300
attendees were from Florida, and 20 of those 60 were from UCF. At UCF
~~~~~~~~~~~, ·

Top five
counter-culture colleges
School

Rank

U.ofMaryland
U. ofCalifornia
U. of Missouri
· U. of Colorado
U. of Central Florida

.

•Activism is a movement not foreign to UCF, as over 1,000 of its students
support organizations such as NORML and its umbrella group, the Progressive Council. Last year NORML was elected as the best organization on
campus and won the UCF homecoming float competition. Together these
· groups, along with at least six other progressive organizations, work to provide the alternative side of UCF's student body.
- Matt DeVlieger, co-chairman of the Progressive Council, said he was
pleased by High Times' attention.
,
"It is wonderful to see that the UCF progressive reform movement is getting the exposure it deserves,'' DeVlieger said in a written statement. "The
movement didn't just pop up overnight; this recognition comes from many
passionate student organizers working tirelessly over the past six years....
Things have changed for·the better and what we see today is the culmination of a lot of blood, sweat and tears."
Not everyone at UCF is so accepting of the counterculture opposing current marijuana laws - perhaps least of all the authorities dedicated to protecting those laws.
According to the records held by UCF
Police, in 2005 there were 65.arrests
made on campus related to
marijuana use. But CpL James
Roop, media relations officer
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Book says internShips -UCF football player arrested Sunday
Comerback suspended, charged with two misdemeanors
are key to success
l~

.

Nine-to-five jobs help determine career
JENNIFER ALVIRA·
Contributing Writer

Graduating with a college
degree looks great, but gaining
practical experience is crucial
to any career-success story, said
the author of You've Got the
Interview Now What? Fortune
500 Hiring Professionals Tell You
How to Get Hired.
"I strongly encourage students to do any type of internship where it puts them in an
office," said Brenda Greene, the
author of the book. "It shows the
employer that you can handle
the corporate culture, you can
handle the nine-to-five routine,
you can show up and do what is
asked of you by the employer."
Karen , Cox, psychology
director of undergraduate
advising, said internship give

students the opportunity to discover their ultimate career
goals.
"It's just as important to find
out what you don't want to do as
it is to find out what you do
want to do,'' Cox said.
Robert Williams, engineering faculty coordinator for
Career Services & Experiential
Learning, said !'!tudents should
start · looking for internship
starting their sophomore year.
"Employees like to know students ·are going to succeed in
college and demonstrate academic credibility before they
start training them,'' Williams
said.
But Psychology Department
Chair Robert Dipboye said
either sophomore or jUnior year
PLEASE SEE

INITIATIVE ON A6

MARY KNOWLES and
CHRIS HOYLER
Staff Writer and Sports Editor

A UCF football player was
suspended from the school's
next four football games 'a fter
being arrested early Sunday
morning at a Denny's restaurant on East Colonial Drive.
Senior cornerback Travonti
Johnson, 22, was charged with
two misdemeanors: one count
of disorderly conduct and
another for resisting an officer
without violence.
The disorderly condµct
charge is a first-degree offense,
and the resisting-an-officer
charge is a second-degree
offense. Under Florida law,
Johnson could be punished by
fines and up to one year in jail if
convicted.
Johnson was arrested at
around 3 a.m. · Sunday and
booked into the Orange County

jail about two hours later. He
was released after posting a
$500bond.
According to the incident
report filed by Officer Matthew
Gioielli of the Orange County
Sheriff's Department, Johnson
became belligerent when
Gioielli asked him and two
other men to leave a Denny's
restaurant on East Colonial
Drive at around 2:45 a.m Sunday.
'
The report also stated that
Johnson shouted racist and
other derogqtory remarks at the
arresting officer, and at the
same time, called the city of
Or'lando racist.
The other two men, who
were unidentified in the report,
left the restaurant, but Johnson
stayed, according to the report.
"I informed Johnson two
'times that ifhe did not leave and
stop making a scene he W<?uld

--~-~~~~~--'

be arrested,'' Gioielli wrote in
the report. "Johnson would not
stop yelling proffiluty.''
. Gioielli reported that he
tried to arrest Johnson, but that
Johnson ran away after Gioielli
grabbed his arm.
According to the report,
Gioielli chased Johnson for
about 20 feet and then stunned
him with a Taser, causing him
to fall in a grassy area and
become compliant.
Johnson had not played or
even been dressed in the South
Florida game due to a "coach's
decision."
Now his suspension will be
extended for four more games,
according to UCF assistant athletic director Joe Hornstein.
"Senior defensive back
Travonti Johnson has been suspended for the next four football games due to a violation of
team policy,'' Hornstein's press

COURTESY ORANGE COUNTY SHERIFF'SOFACE

Travonti Johnson, shown here in his
booking photo, faces misdemeanor charges.

release said.
"The suspension will begin
with the Southern Mississippi
game on Sept.. 26 and run
through the Oct. 21 game
against Rice."
Coach George O'Leai-y was
informed of Johnson's arrest
Sunday but would not comment for this story.
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Invention earns national acclaim
ERIC GRIMMER

News and notices for
the UCF community

Exercise cloesn't have to be
as boring and mind-numbing
The Multicultural Student
as running on a treadmill for an
Center and Knights of the · , hour, stepping on the elliptical
Round Table will host an expo
machines, and jogging countand cultural forum today in the
less laps on a confined indoor
Pegasus Ballroom of the Student
track. Exercise can be fun,
Union from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
according to Physical Educa- ·
From 10 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
tion Associate Professor
there will be an info mixer; from
· Debby Mitchell
10:30 to noon there will be a stu"Exercise can be fun and
dent forum session; and from
anyone can do it" is both
noon to 2 p.m. student organizaMitchell's personal mantra and
tions will have their info tables
the logic behind her fitness and
set up as well as host expo activcoordination product, the Geoities.
Mat
For more information, conThe GeoMat cqmes in two
tact Andretta Wtlliams at (407)
sizes, 45 inches by 45 inches or
823-1229.
60 inches by 60 inches, and is
Campus Life Offices will
hold a resource fair today from
10 a.m. to noon in the Student
Union, Key West Room D. · ,
Housing and Residence Life,
Dispute Mediation Services,
·Off-Campus Student Services
and other offices will be there to
give out information
There will also be a raffle and
free pizza, and freshmen will ·
have a chance to get LINK Loot.
For more information, contact Jimmy Moore at (407) 8234663.

Minority student workshop
The Counseling Center will
hold a workshop today to help
minority students deal with
issues facing many minority students.
It will take place 'in the Student Union, Pensacola Room
222 from 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Career goals, relationships
and cultural pride are some of
the issues that will.be discussed
There is no attendance requirement for those interested
There will be five weekly
m,eetings during the semester.
For more information, contact Germayne Graham at (407)
823-2811.

Movie and sumo wrestling
CAB Cinema will be showing
'a free movie screening tonight

in the Student Union, Room 316
ABCD, from 8 to 11.
From 8 p.m. to 9 _p.m. students will be able to put on
iriflatable sumo wrestler suits
and wrestle with friends.
· At 9 p.m.; the screening of
Nacho Libre will start. There
will also be free prizes and giveaways.
For more information, contact Evi Christodoulou at (407)
823-6471.

Volunteering interest session
• Volunteer UCF will hold an
interest session on Thursday in
the Student Union, Room 218A
from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Students looking to volunteer or find out more about volunteering'in the area will be able
to get information. There will
afso be free food
, For more information, conta;ct Natasha Irizarry at (407)
823-6471.

broken down into nine grids
numbered. in sequence with a
directional compass in the center.
Moving across the mats
using the numbers and arrows,
kids and adults of all ages can
learn many things by using the
mat, ranging from geometry
and other mathematical concepts to -dance routines such as
hip-hop and salsa.
Mitchell, who received a
doctorate in physical education
from UCF, first conceived the
idea for her fitness and educational tool in 1999 while teaching her Dance and Rhythms
class for physical education
majors.
"I would t.each simple routines, ijke aerobics, kickboxing
and line dancing, and people
with no background in dance
or movement had trouble picking it up,'' Mitchell said
A
phone
commercial
depicting a man jumping from
number to number on a pad of
numbers was her inspiration
Using dollar-store tablecloths, Mitchell created her
first GeoMat and found the
routines, once difficult for
many of her students, were
easily learned
However, the tablecloths
moved easily and resulted in
dangerous footipg. Also, the
flatness and thinness of the
cloth was high-impact on the
legs and joints, according to
Mitchell
By 2002, Mitchell had incorporated low-impact mats with
cushion to lessen the stress on
the body into some of her
classes. Two years later, she

Bush assures Muslims: U.S. is not
· waging war against Islam ·

Al ·

Preliminary reports from
the Orange County Sheriff's
Office indicate lacerations to
the chest and neck area of the
body but won't be final until the
autopsy.
Witnesses
told
deputies that Hyder may have
been intoxicated, and drug tests
are also pending.
Sheriff's spoke~oman Bar-

~

pleads no contest in sex case ·

bara Miller said Hyder may
have had a pre-existing medical
condition, such as .a heart problem, which coulo have caused
his qeath. Hyder's roommates,
however, said he was very
healthy and had never mentioned any condition
They also said that part of
the reason he moved into the
apartm,ent with them about two
months ago was that he hoped

to become a player for the
Orlando Predators football
team.
.
University House Market
Director and spokesman Jinger
Doss issued a writt;en statement
about the incident.
"We are working through
the tragedy with Mr. Hyder's
family, roommates and the
authorities, and hope to be able
to identify why he was involved·

in this 'unfortunate accident and
how it could have been prevented," Doss wrote. "Grief
counseling is available for our
residents through the Counseling Centers at the University of
Central Florida and Valencia
Community College."
Hyder is survived by his
mother and father, who reside
in Astor, Fla. A memorial service is in the planning stages. .

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL

LET US KNOW
: The Future wants to hear
foom you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for th'.e Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition

UNITED NATIONS --:·
President Bush tried to quell
anti-Americanism in the Middle East o~ Tuesday by assuring
Muslims that he is not waging
war against Islam, regardless of
what "propaganda and conspiracy theories" they hear.
Bush also pressed Iran to
return at once to international
talks on its nuclear program '
and threatened consequences if •
the Iranians do not.
But his speech to the U.N. '
General Assembly was less
confrontafional and aimed at
building bridges with people in
the Middle East angry with the
U.S.
"My country desires peace,"
Bush told world leaders in the
cavernous tru!.in hall at the U.N. 1 .
"Extremists in your midst ,
spread propaganda "claiming '
COURTESY GEOFITNESS
that
the West is engaged in a ·_ '
Students at Woodlands Elementary School use UCF professor Debby Mitchell's GeoMats, a product of her Geofitness company, to exercise.
war against Islam. This propa- '
ganda is false and its pt.UJlose is
hired her first employees.
"We need to hit a point ities between the two have
Presently, Mitchell and her where it just explodes,'' Bant- eased the apprehension of to confuse you and justify acts
of terror. We respect Islam."
incorporated company, GeoFit- ner said
many young kids when faced
Speaking to Iranians, Bush '
ness, has 12 employees. .
/ GeoFitness may be nearing with the challenge ofgetting on
said
their cotihtry's future has- ,
One of those employees is that point. Representatives of the mat and presenting thembeen
clouded because "your
Sean Bantner, a 2003 UCF the company will be visiting up . selves in front of their peers
rulers
have chosen to deny you :
graduate who majored in busi-: to 30 different after-school, fit- and classmates with an air of
and to use your nation's '
liberty
ness · administration and ness and physical education self-confidence.
to fund terrorism and
resources
minored in marketing. Bant- conferences in the next three.
Danielle Cowart, a.27-yearfuel extremism. aild p\Irsue
ner's official title is Operations months, compared to 10 similar old junior at UCF and self-pronuclear weapons."
Manager, though Renaissance conferences just a year ago. claimed DDR addict, realized
Iran's defiant pursuit of a '
Man might be an appropriate The GeoMat now has a home · the comparison at first glance.
program was at the top ,
nuclear
in
40
states,
according
to
"It
seems
like
a
great
idea
to
nickname.
of
the
agenda
·when Bush met
"I do a little bit of every- Mitchell That's a far cry from a keep young kids active, espeearlier
with
French
President ·
thing," Bantner said. He lists product whose first customer dally if they are too young for
Jacques
Chirac
at
the
Waldorf
human resources, marketing, was a personal fitnes.s trainer DDR," Cowart said, dabbing
Astoria hotel where the U.S.
accounting and customer serv- in St. Petersburg, Fla.
the beads of sweat from her
delegation was ·staying. The
ice as a few of his responsibiliA big advantage the GeoMat forehead after the culmination
French
leader is balking at The ,
has in interesting the youth of of an intense DDR session.
ties.
U.S. drive to sanction Iran for • .
Bantner, now one of the today, according to both "Some are so small the sensors
defying Security Council 1
most tenured employees after Mitchell and Bantner, is its sim- on the game don't respond to
demands that it freeze uranium
being with the company for ilarity to a popular arcade their weight and they get very
enricluD.ent.
over a year, found his job via -game that has swept the coun- frustrated"
Chirac propos~d on Monday .
the UCF career management try.
According to Bantner,
that
the international commuMost Americans are famil- GeoFitness hopes to capitalize
sy~tem, KnightLink. The fact
nity
compromise by suspendthat GeoFitness was still a iar with Dance Dance Revolu- on. the similarities to DDR by
ing
the
threat of sanctions if
fledgling company was one of tion, the game where a person - working on a program that will
Tehran
agrees
to halt its uranithe first things that attracted jumps around a platform, try- utilize competition. However,
um
enrichment
program -and •
ing to mimic· the steps on the · the difference lies in the fact
him to the position
"What I do for the company screen, while a group of curi- that the GeoMat is ed\lcational · return to negotiations. The U.S. ,
and other countries fear Iran is 1
makes a difference,'' Bantner ous onlookers pretends not to wh~reas the DDR only tests
trying
to build _ nuclear '
said "It's not a stuck-up, corpo- watch but really cannot take reaction speed, Bantner said
weapons,
while Tehran insists
rate place [requiring] a button- thei.i: eyes off it. ·
Cowart agreed
its
uranium
enrichment pro- '
up shirt and tie."
Though swearing she had
"Obviously there is an edugram
is
to
make
fuel for nuclear
Bantner believes GeoFit- no knowledge of DDR's exis- cational aspect to the GeoMat
power
plants.
ness is on the verge of becom- tence prior to her development where there is absolutely no
ing a major player in the fitness of the GeoMat, Mitchell education in DDR," Cowart
Former Homeland Security aide
market.
'
acknowledged that the similar- said.

Man may have died from heart condition
FROM
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·Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

StaffWriter

MSC expo and forum

Roommate Rumble Resource Fair
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Today
EARLY SHOWERS

High:.87° Low:64°

Today: Showers early with mostly
sunny conditions later in the day.
Winds northwest at 10to 15 mph.
Tonight: Quiet with few clouds. ·
,Winds north-northwest at 5 to 10
mph.
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BARTOW A former '
Department of Homeland
Security press aide pleaded no
contest Tuesday to charges that '
he had sexually explicit online
conversations with someone.he · ,
thought was a 14-year-old girl.
Brian J. Doyle, 56, could face
up to five years in prison under _
the plea agreement accepted'· .
Tuesday. He also faces up to 10 _
years' probation at sentencing
scheduled for Nov. 17, and must
register as a sex offender. He
resigned from the department
shortly after his April 4 arrest.
Doyle, of Silver Spring, Md, ~
could have been sentenced to
up to 1J5 years in prison if convicted of the 23 felony charges,
which included 16 counts of
sending pornographic mo'vie ~
clips to a minor.
Prosecutors said Doyle
wrote "very graphic" descriptions of sexual acts in ohline
chats with a 14-year-old iiamed
PLEAS(SEE
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We are Loving Donation, a national egg donation agency that has client
families throughout the world seeking their egg donors through us.

UCF: Join the Peace Corps!
Ask Your Questions
. RM 185-C Student Center ~GO-ti.
Thursday, Sept 21 6-7 PM
~

GO TO: www.peacecor~s.gov

If you are willing to be one of the angels that help these women, you will
be the recipient of a most generous compensation for your time and
effort, but more importantly, the feeling that YOU have deeply affected
someone's life with your kind and selfless gesture. We are always seeking
healthy, responsible women ages 19-30, to assist our families with such a
precious gift. You must be a non-smoker, within 30 lbs of your ideal body
weight, and be willing to travel (all expenses paid!) if necessary.
Please call our national egg donor recruiting office and ask for Kristin.
Call (800) 563-0098 or www.LovingDonation.iom.

GRAB YOUR

COUPON
BOOK
IN THE STl)DENT UNION T$DAY!
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What's in the news at
colleges around the country

AP credits help U.Va. student finish
4-year degree in one year
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va.
- With college tuition rising to
record levels across the country, one University of Virginia
student figured out a way to
save himself from the crush of
student-loan debt.
The solution? He finished
college in just one year.
David Banh, of Annandale, is
the first person ever to•comSCOTT WHEELER I ASSOCIATED PRESS
plete U:Va.'s traditional fourAjudge swears in Brian Doyle in Bartow on Tuesday. Doyle pleaded no contest to charges
year bachelor's program in a
that he had a sexually explicit relationship with a detective posing as a teenager.
single year.
FROM Al
Banh said he was already
cabarets, oblivious to the
activity about two miles away.
halfway to his degree before
'~hlynne," who was actually
stepping foot on campus. He
But word raced among street
an undercover Polk County vendors hawking T-shirts,
had a whopping 72 credits from
sheriff's detective. Doyle was who packed up their carts and
advanced placement exams in
arrested after detectives said started heading home.
high school
he tried to set up a meeting in
U:Va, however, allows only a
The first sign of the coup
Florida with the girl on a date came when army-owned TV
maximum of 60 such credits to
when she wouldn't be men- channel 5 interrupted regular
be used toward the 120 it takes
to obtain a bachelor's degree.
struating.
broadcasts with patriotic
According
to
court music and showed pictures of
So Banh started the clock with .
60 when he arrived in Char- ' records, Doyle .bragged about the king. Later, several hunhis government connections, dred soldiers were deployed
lottesville.
provided his government- at government installations
issued phone numbers, and major intersections in
NJ. school hired state senator for
$35,000-a-year no-work job ·
showed off his department ID Bangkok.
and may have used his official
Thaksin's-critics wanted to
MOUNT LAUREL, N.J. - A
computer in the communica- jettison his policies promotpowerful southern New Jersey
tions with the detective pos- ing privatization, free trade
politician was paid for a noing as the girl
· agreements arid CEO-style
work job at a scandal-ridden
Doyle joined the federal administration.
state university while helping
the school garner millions of
government as a civil service
dollars in new state funding,
employee shortly after the NASA delays return for shuttle
Sept. 11 terror attacks, work- after mystery object spotted
according to a report released
ing at the Transportation
HOUSTON .:___ · NASA
Monday.
The University of Medicine
Security Administration.
delayed the planned landing
and Dentistry of New Jersey
He moved to Homeland of space shuttle Atlantis by at
Security's press operation in least a day Tuesday after engipaid state Sen. Wayne Bryant,
chairman of the Senate Budget
the summer of 2005 and was . neers spotted an object that
the
fourth-ranking may have accidentally flown
Committee, $35,000 a year "to
lobby himself in his capacity of
spokesman at the agency at out of its cargo bay.
the time of his arrest.
Landing had ·been-schedstate senator," according to the
report of a federal monitor who
uled for Wednesday morning.
had investigated the school's
Thailand's military ousts prime
But a poor weather forecast
minister in coup during U.N. trip and concerns that something
finances.
The report said all Bryant
;BANGKOK, Thailand crucial floated out of the craft
appeared to do at the universiThailand's army commander prompted the delay, space
ousted Prime Minister shuttle communicator Terry
ty's School of Osteopathic MedThaksin Shinawatra in a mili- Virts told the crew.
icine was show up for three
hours most Tuesdays to read
tary coup T~esday night
NASA engineers think the
while he was in New York, object may have shook loose
newspapers.
According to the report,
circling his offices with tanks, from the shuttle during the
Bryant helped deliver a total of
declaring martial law and firing of jets in preparation for
$12.8 million over the three
revoking the constitution.
landing. NASA managers may
An announcement on order Atlantis' robotic arm to
years - up from $2.8 million
per year before the school crenational television signed by be taken out again for an
army Commander-in-Chief inspection, and the space
ated a job for him.
-In 2003, the osteopathic
Gen. Sondhi Boonyaratkalin agency hasn't ruled out the
school created a position for
ordered all troops to report to possibility of having the crew
Bryant and did not advertise it
their duty stations.
return to the space station.
Sondhi, a Muslim in this
publicly, the report found.
Sensors on the shuttle's
Buddhist-dominated country, right wing detected some
John Crosbie, an official at
the school, told investigators
is known to be close to Thai- kind of impact about the same
land's revered monarch, King time the object was first spotthat Bryant was hired only for
Bhumibol Adulyadej.
his ''politiCal juice:"
ted, but NASA officials said it
A senior army general, was more likely that the senspeaking on condition of sors were triggered by the
Several hundred people gather in
anonymity because of the spacecraft shaking during the
Montreal church for slain student
sensitivity of the situation, jet firings.
MONTREAL Several
said the armed forces chiefs
hundred people gathered in a
Engin~ers don't know
were meeting with the king to what the object is or whether
church Tuesday for the funeral
discuss forming an interim it's a crucial piece of the shutof Anastasia De Sousa, the
government, suggesting it tle.
teenager slain at Dawson Colwould probably be led by
lege last week.
Even before the problem
Many of the students at the
civilians.
with the unexplained object
Thaksin, who has faced surfaced, NASA had said
service were dressed in pink
calls to step down amid alle- weather could affect Wednesand black and some were wear~
ing pink roses in honor of De
gations of corruption and day's scheduled landing. A
abuse of power, was in New storm front _moving through
Sousa's favorite color.
York at the U.N. General Florida could delay landing
Reporters and cameramen
Assembly, and he declared a from 5:59 am. until 7:34 am.·
were not allowed in the eastend church because De Sousa's
state of emergency in an or until Thursday or Friday.
audio statement via a govern- Weather requirements are
family wanted a certain level of
privacy.
ment-owned TV station in more stringent for dark sky
landings due to their difficulQuebec Premier Jean
Bangkok.
At least 14 tanks surround- ty.
Charest and Montreal Mayor
ed Government House,
D\tring their mission, the ·
Gerald Tremblay were among
·Thaksin's office. A convoy of Atlantis astronauts officially
those attending the funeral
Meanwhile, students and
four tanks rigged with loud- resumed construction of the
speakers and sirens rolled international space station
staff at Dawson returned to
.their classes Tuesday, six days
through a busy commercial · after a four-year hiatus. The
district of Bangkok, warning 115-foot-long solar wings they
after gunman Kimveer Gill
opened fire, killing De Sousa
people to get off the street for added will generate power for
the space station once it's
and wounding 19 others before
their own safety.
'killing himself.
The coup went largely rewired during the next misunnoticed in Bangkok's popu- sion, slated for December.
lar tourist districts, where foreigners packed bars and
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Sponsored by UCF's Global Perspectives Office, Horida Eastern European JJnkage Institute, UCF's Intemarional Studies
Office, UCF's Student Government Association, UCF's Political Science Department, UCF's Middle East<~m Studies
Progran\ UCF's European Studies Program, the Orlando Sentinel and the Global Connection~ Foundation.

Apresent~tion by

General James L. Jones
Supreme Allied Commander,
Europe (SACEUR) and the
Commander of the United
States European Command
(CDR USEUCOM)

Date:

I

Help the (eutwl( "llfiba 1utuft pass out
·
newspapers on campus, and earn
points towards free ad space!

:·

AnnouncesAPublicForum: ,

*··

ad

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE

·.

~~e Univer§ity'of eentral Florid!

1re·e
Are you a club or organization at UCF?

@

university of

Central
Florida

Thursday, September 21, 2006
2:00 p.m. tO 3:00 p.m. -

Location: Fairwinds Alumni Center
Grand Ballroom
(across from UCFArena)
This forum is free and open_ to the public.

For more information, please contact the Global Perspectives Office
407-823-0935 or global@mail.ucf.edu
www.ucfglobalperspectives.org
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Members of NORML, shown here, can often be found sitting in front of the Student Union with their bright green banner on Wednesda}ts.
High Times magazine chose UCF.for its No. 5 most counter-culture college in the nation because of its particularly activ~ NORML chapter.

Policy helps to curb drug use
FROM

•
•

Al

at UCF Police, said he doesn't
consider marijuana-related
crimes to pe particularly out
of control at UCF. In fact,
Roop added, marijuana use
seems to have declined in the
last three years.
"[Marijuana use] is not
near as bad since the housing
rules have changed. Now
being charged with drug use
will result in your housing
being taken away," Roop said.
Beginning in Fall 2003;
Housing and Residence Life,
under the direction of the
Office for Student Rights and
Responsibilities,
changed
enforcement rules to make
possession of any drug or
paraphernalia an offense warranting termination of the
housing contract and/or local
law enforcement agency
interaction.
The new policy stated that

"illegal possession, use or sale reduction method, in regards
of or any attempt to obtain any to alcohol. Learning how to
illegal drug, drug parapherna- use, and not abuse it, is what
lia (such as hookahs, wat~r the program is about."
pipes, bongs, pipes, syringes,
According to third-year
etc.) or controlled substance psychology major Gabe
(including marijuana) is Rozzo, ignorance of marijuana
strictly prohibited in the resi- use and its effects may l::>e
dential facilities (Florida what lands students in hot
Statute 893.02). If you choose water.
to possess and/or use illegal or
"I wish that when I was a
controlled substances you will freshman UCF would have
be subject to the full extent of made more of an effort to
University sanctions."
teach about this stuff that is
More of a problem than already out there," said Rozzo. ·
marijuana use, Roop said, is
"It is inevitable that sooner
when students combine alco- • or later you run into it. I just
hol and marijuana. NORML's wish I had been better prepresident, Chri~ Shon, sug-:- pared to make an informed ·
gests this' problem could actu- decision."
ally be helped by his organizaShon added that he thinks
tion. ·
"marijuana is ignored and not
"UCF should aclmowledge aclmowledged by UCF. ...
the use of marijuana on cam- Alcohol is just as abused, and
pus," Shon said. "When I consistently more fatal, than
worked as an 0-Teamer, the marijuana, and the students
orientation for freshmen stu- deserve the right to objectivedents centered on the harm- ly hear that information."

,,
UCF STUDENTS COULD BE INFECTED
WITH CHLAMYDIA AND NOT EVEN KNOW IT.

YOU MAY BE AT RISK IF YOU OR YOUR PARTNER:
• Have had more than
one partner;, ·
.
• Have had vaginal, oral or anal sex without protection.

''

students are the first priority..

This fall on the Stud-e nt Government
Association elect.i on ballot,
there will ·be two constitutional
amendments to be vote~ on by the
student body.

ii

•

.

Student Government Association

•

•

.

.

New Urine Tests
are available ·a t the UCF
Health Center for a price
comparable to that of the
traditional probe , test. .
Call the UCF Health Center

at 407-823-3850 and
schedule a simple test.

6fiUCF!!~~

J

The first constitutronal amendmetit involves the restructuring. of
th~ order of sue,~sion of thE? pnasfd~o<,y. The ~~c:ond am~nd~nt
restructures the means In whicn'a vacancy in the vice presid~ncy
·

can be filled.

The first coostitutionai amend17t1eflt .states that if the fr@sident, Vice
:Pt~sid~nt Speake' ot t.h~ S~na~,and 'Sl:nate PtoTtmpore are unabt~
, to fulfill the preside ntial duU~s, the Senate will hold a speda! session
and e-~t an active president until the next pr<:sidentia! election.
1he second c:oostitutional amendment will change what wm

h(lppen il a vac.;:ancy.in thE? Vie~ Pfesld~nt;s- tole oc;cvrs. It propo~
that t he newVice President be.appointed by the President and
confirrned by the Senate, rather than the Speaker of tht? Senate·
_ taking OV~(•.
These a r~ndm.~nts wfll b~ vot~d <m during election w~ek
Sept. 25~21. Voting begins at a a.m, Monday
and concludes Wednesday at S P·n:t·

More information is available on the Student Government Web site:

www.SGA.UCF.edu
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Cultural leaders dine
for religious diversity
ROBYN SIDERSKY
Contributing Writer

A bishop, a pastor, an
imam and a Jewish leader
walk into a hotel. No, this isn't
a joke - these representatives were the distinguished
speakers at the Third Annual
Nile Foundation Dinner on
Thursday.
The theme of the night
was "Making Sense of Others,'' tying into the Nile Foundation's mission of bringing
communities together in
order to promote compassion, cooperation, partnership and community service
through intercultural and
interfaith dialog.
Throughout the year, the
Nile Foundation hosts conversation circles, trips to
Turkey, cooking classes, language classes and seminars,
.in addition to their annual
'dinner.
The annual dinner consisted of a buffet-style meal, a
picture slide show, and
speeches made by community leaders in relation to the
theme and the values of the
Nile Foundation.
Also in attendance were
several prominent UCF faculty. members, including Jose
Fernandez, Dean of the College of Arts and Humanities;
Dr. Robert Dipboye, Head of
the department of Psychology; and Dr. Valarie G. King,
Director of the Office of
Diversity Initiatives.
All spoke on the importance of cultural diversity,
each bringing a different per-

Invite you and a guest to .a
FREE advance screening of

Throughout UCF, a diverspective to the podium.
The three faiths in the sity requirement is met
spotlight were Judaism, through the General Education Program. Certain coursChristianity and Islam.
"Each of these three great es have components that
religions are centered around meet the requirement. For
a book, and only the literate example, in Fundamentals of
have access to the written . Oral Communication, stuword, therefore each culture . dents must make a formal
promotes the advance of edu- speech about a culture of
cation,'' said Bishop Thomas their choosing.
Wenski of the Diocese of
"I ·think di~ersity is imporOi:lando.
tant because it is a way of
Students at UCF are able knowing about different peoto immerse themselves in cul- ple and respecting everyone.
tural activities through the The more you know about
Office of Diversity Initiatives. people, the better you can
Established in 1994, the office make the world united in
was designed to·advance and diversity,'' Dean of the Colcoordinate UCF's efforts to lege of Arts and Humanities
promote diversity and inclu- Jose Fernandez said .
siveness.
Yudit Greenberg, Director
"The world is changing, of Jewish Studies at Rollins
our society is changing, espe- College cited .the Torah, saycially in Central Florida in ing how "those who seek
terms · or ethnic and racial knowledge increase peace in
diversity, but [it's] also gener- the world."
Senior
Pastor
Joe
ational - it's not the same as
it was 20 years ago and it MacLaren, of University Carwon't be the same 20 years illon United Methodist
from now," said Valarie King, Church, spoke on how people
director of the Office of of.different personalities, perDiversity Initiatives. "We haps influenced by their culmust learn not to function by · ture, need each other like
prejudices - the comm,uni- parts of a body. Together they
cation process is so very are functional, but separate
they ai:e useless.
·
important."
In addition to the cultural
The Office of Diversity
Initiatives hosts a diversity leaders speeches, participants
from the organization's trip to
week every October.
Jmam Muhammad Musri, Turkey spoke about their two
of the Islamic Society of Cen- week experiences overseas.
tral Florida brought up the
The UCF Office of Student
point that over diverse food, Affairs sent five representatives, and all agreed that the
we rediscover similarities.
"Isolation takes away from warmth and hospitality
the colorfulness of humanity," showed to them were unforgettable.
Musri said

jackass
number two
September 21 at the
Regal waterford lakes.

Come visit the
Central Florida Future at Market Day
in front of UCF Student Union
today, Wednesday, Sept~mber 2oth
and receive your complimentary •·
passes for an advance screening of .,·

jackass
number two
No purchase necessary. Supplies limited.
One pass per student. Each pass admits two!
THEATRE IS OVERBOOKEDTO ENSURE A FULl HOUSE. Passes received
through this promotion do not guarantee admission an<I must be
surrendered upon deman<I. Seating ls on a first come, first served basis.

Initiative key to internships
FROM

A1

is a good time to start looking.
Freshman year is too early and
senior year is too late, he said.
Once students are ready to
begin the internship process,
they can find opportunities
listed in easily accessed areas,
said Sheri Dressler, director of
Experiential Learning.
"There are many sources
that post internship," Dressler
said "On campus, Experiential
Learning posts internship,
departments post internship
and many companies themselves post internship on their
Website."
Experiential Learning's job
is to spread learning opportunities throughout the university from Career Services and
Experiential Learning. The
department offers three career
preparatory choices - cooperative education, internship
and service learning. Co-op is
multiple semesters long, offcampus and always paid,
whereas internship are one
semester long and possibly
unpaid
The Career Services
department is a great way to
start collecting information
about potential internship or
learning how to answer interview questions, Greene said
"Most college students do
not use their college career
center · and it's unfortunate

because if they had to come
out and pay for that, they
would pay thousands of dollars,'' Greene said "So: here's a
free service that they really
should utilize."
Dressler said networking is
another way for students to
. find internship. Being able to
ask employers what kind of
experience students need in
order to go into a particular
field opens up new doors.
· "It's not just finding someone's parents who own a company, that's part of networking,
but a greater part is gaining
information so that you actually get experience that will be
useful to you,'' Dressler said.
"There are many people that
are happy to help students.'~
Greene said students
should work Qn a temporary
basis and try gaining the nineto-five experience.· Most
resumes are scanned and students need to have those key _
skills companies are looking '
for.
"[Employers] want to know
. specifically what you can do
and transfer over into the
workforce," Greene said
for modern languages,.
Spanish and Portuguese Assistant
Professor
Debora
Cordeiro-Sipin said the Modem Languages department
tries to provide opportunities
for growth through social
activities like foreign language

clubs and

study~abroad

"The study-abroad program happens in the summer

and is a wonderful experience
for students to be really
immersed in the culture and
learn the language 24 hours a
day," Cordeiro-Sipin said
But before a student can
start applying for internship,
students should maintain good
grades, identify a major. and
attend career fairs often,
Williams said ''.At" career fairs
you can talk to the actual college recruiters about what sort
of coursework or preparation
they look for on resumes."
Students should also look at
their academic program to see
whether or not their major
already provides some applied
learning, Dressler said. From
there, students can decide
whether or not they want to
pursue more.
It's important for students
to do their research and get a
head start on internship hunting, Greene said. ,Everyone
wants a job that they'll love,
but it takes motivation and
experience.
"So much about finding a
job is your own initiative, and
what you do to seek out the
kind of job that's right for you,''
Greene said "That's what you
want, you don't want some job ·
that you totally don't like anq
be out of there in six months."

Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with program attroneys aboutlegal
matters and receive advice. In addition; legal representation, up to and including all
stages of trial, may be provided in certain types of cases, such as the following:

~

II II I

• Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's living arrangements
in the community.
• Cottsumer pro~lems confronting individual s~udents.
• Traffice cases
·Criminal law
• Uncontested dissolution of marriage
• Bankruptcy

www.-stuleual.sdes.uct.edu
Students in need of legal service should contact, either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student legal Services in Room 155, Student Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment only.
No legal advice will be given over the phone.

<

Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the Student Resource Center, room 155.
Monday - Friday Sam - 5pm.
Funded by Activity & Service Fee through the Student Government association
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·You can make a differen.ce
even
if you aren't an education
.
major.
'

Become ateacher. ·
Visit www.abcte.org/college
or call 1-887-669-2228
to learn more.
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White House
·uses YouTube
.
to reach youth

m~b®~

Primal Tattoo
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•Hookahs
• f lne Ctgars
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Custom Tattoos - Free Consultation

Check us out !

• Unique Gifts
•Incense

407-695-8287

1470 South Semoran Blvd, CasselBerty

• Body Jewelry
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with this AJ or UCF Student ID

Ask for Ross

TED BRIDIS

promising technologies," he
said.
YouTube·has become one
The White House is dis- of the Internet's hottest proptributing government-pro- erties since two 20-something
duced, anti-drug videos on ·· friends started the company
YouTube, the trendy Internet 19 months ago. The free servservice that features clips of ice allows users to share aµd
wacky, drµg..ffiduced behav- view videos, most of wliich
ior and step-by-step instruc- are amateurishly produced
tions for growing marijuana and include clips of young
people singing and dancing
plants. .
The decision to distribute - tisually badly.
public service announceThe government's short
ments and other videos over public service announeeYouTube represents the first ments - all of which were
concerted effort by the U.S. produced previously for telegovernment to influence cus- vision - are highly polished.
tomers of the popular service, They will compete for viewwhich shows more than 100 ership against . hundreds of
existing, drug-related videos
million videos per day.
The administration said it that include shaky footage of
was not paying any money to college-age kids · smoking
load its previously produced marijuana and girls dancing
videos onto YouTube's serv- wildly after purportedly Using
ice, so the program is effec- cocaine. Other YouTube
tively free. Already by Tues- videos describe how to grow ·
day, when the White House marijuana and how to cook
fonnally announced its video with it.
efforts, thousands ofYouTube
"Welcome to the great
users had watched some of . experiment," said Lee Rainie,
the government's videos.
director of the Pew Internet &
"If just one teen sees this American Life Project. He
and decides illegal drug use is predicted computer-savvy
not the path for them, it will critics of U.S. drug policies
be a success,'' said Rafael will quickly edit the governLemaitre, a spokesman for the ment's videos to produce parWhite House Office of odies and distribute those bn
National Drug Control Policy. YouTube.
By contrast, a two-minute
The government linked its
video of a burriing marijuana videos with the terms "war on
"peer-pressure,''
cigarette produced by High drugs,''
"weed,"
Times magazine ha.s been · "marijuana," ·
viewed more than 17,000 · "ONDCP" and "420," ..so anytinies since March. ''You have 'o ne searching for those words
a lot of illicit, if not illegal, on YouTube could find its
world views and cultures rep- anti-drug messages. All the
resented on the Web," said videos were associated w:ith a
Rick Cusick, the magazine's YouTube account named
"ONDCPstafI'' and identified
associate publisher.
The
government's as an 18-year-old living . in
YouTube videos include a Washington. The figure 420 is
previously televised, 30-sec- a popular reference for mariond ad of a teenager running juana, and officials said the
from a snarling dog and White House Office of
bemoaning pressure from his National Drug Control Policy
was created 18 years ago.
friends to smoke marijuana
Michael Bugeja, who stud"Then today, they said I ·
should try to outrun Tic Tic, ies how different groups use
the lumberyard dog," the teen the Internet, said the White
says. ''.And I don't think I can. House ·plan is misdirected
because online video services
I'm an idiot."
. President Bush's top drug- don't afford serious considerpolicy adviser, John Walters, ation to weighty topics.
said the agency was using . · "It's the wrong forum and
emerging technologies to try the wrong target," said Bugeto reach its audience. "Public ja, an author and director of
· institutions must adapt to the journalism school at Iowa
·
meet the realities of these State University.
Associated Press
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purchase program
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ww w.f o r d co I leg eh q .com

Text FUSIO.N
to 2 .D RIVE (2 37483)
for ·a chance ·to win:
t
@
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A 6 0 GB iPod with adapter ·

t

A $25 iTunes
Music Card

A ringtone brought to you exclusively by Ford and
mtvU featuring Matchbook . Romance's "Monsters"

$so·o·cash

· ·

bonus

Special offer for college and trade school students,
recent grads and graduate students
Certain purchase and eligibility restrictions apply.
t

Visit www.fordcollegehq.com for official Pr ogr am rules. Or, see your local Ford or Lincoln M e rc ury Dealer.
Available only on particlpat.i ng carriers. Standard messaging rates apply. Other charges may apply. For Help, text HELP to 237483. To end, text STOP to 2374B3.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Void where prohibited. Open to legal residents of the U.S. who are 18 or older at time of entry and who as of 9/5/06 are enrolled (or have .
graduated after 5/1 /04) in/from a nationally accredited college/university; junior college, community colll!ge or trade school. Game ends 112/07.
See Official Rules and entry restrictions at www.Fordcollegehq.com/2DRIVE.

$SOM donated to
create stockpile
for uranium fuel
BEN EVANS

the threshold of that now then it's going to be an
extremely dangerous world."
"It's going to be very diffiBillionaire investor Warren Buffett, CNN creator Ted cult to keep that weaponsTurner and former Sen. Sam grade material out of the
Nunn pledged $50 million to Hands of someone who
the U.N.'s nuclear watchdog might use it as a weapon, 'like
agency Tuesday to create a · a terrorist group,'' Nunn said.
Western leaders are cururanium stockpile.
The aim is tci discourage rently locked in a standoff
with Iran over its uranium
countri~s from developing
their own nuclear programs. enrichment, which the counThe reserve would ensure try says is for civilian power
supplies of low-grade fuel but that the United States
for nuclear power plants and others warn is intended
around the · world. One to make weapons.
. Nunn said an internationexample of a program they
hope to discourage is in Iran, al reserve might not have
which critics fear is ultimate- · deterred Iran. But it would
ly aimed at developing give the international community more leverage in
weapons.
.
The Washington-based addressirig the situation, he
Nuclear Threat Initiative is said.
"It wo~ld certainly be a
hoping its financial pledge to
the International Atomic powerful tool in the hands of
Energy Agency will prod the international communigovernments into. action Oll' ty, saying, 'You don't ·need
creating the stockpile. Buf- your own nuclear fuel supfett would provide the ply. You have this available,'"
money, which is contingent Nunn said.
Nunµ, who founded the
on a $100 million match from
anti-proliferation group with
IAEA member states.
"Under international law Turner, said the State
and under the Nuclear Non- Department expressed supproliferation Treaty, coun- port for the plan but that
tries have the right to enrich "there's a tliffere;nce between
nuclear fuel," Nunn, a Geor- welcoming it and putting.up
gia Democratic senator from money." He acknowledged
1972 to 1996, said in a tele- that rallying the internation-·
phone interview from Vien- al community around the
na, where he announced the proposal would be difficult.
A State Department
proposal at a 140-country
IAEA annual conferenc~. "If spokeswoman said she could
W:f ha~e a lot mor6\countries not immediat~ly comment
·
that do that - arid' we're on on the proposal
Associated Press
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NEW 2007 ~ H VY AVEO With 37 EPA estimate highway MPG: And room to seat five co fortably. The Chevy'"
Aveo® LS Sedan is one surprisingly big car. Starting at ju $12,515.t LT as shown $14,125.t Go blg at chevyayeo.com
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ERIK OE CASTRO I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Former Iraqi president Saddam Hussein listens to awitness during his trial on charges of genocide in the fortified Green Zone in Baghdad,
Iraq, Tuesday. Hussein's genocide trial resumed Tuesday to hear more witnesses recount an alleged chemical attack.

Husseinjudge replaced at
request of prime minister
The chief judge in Saddam
Hussein's genocide trial was
replaced Tuesday amid complaints from Shiite and Kurdish officials that he was too
soft on the former Iraqi leader,
a move that could raise accusations of governinent interference in the highly sensitive
case.
The
,
government
spokesman's office announced
that ' judge Abdullah al-Amiri
was removed but did not say
who would take his place or
why he was replaced. He was
replaced on the five-member
panel by Mohammed alUraibiy, who was his deputy in
the trial, said a court source,
who spoke on condition of
anonymity because he was not
authorized to speak to the
media. Al-Uraibiy is a Shiite
Arab, the source said.
The Arab satellite stations
Al-Arabiya and Al-Jazeera said
al-Amiri was remo'!'ed after a
request from Iraq's prime minister.
Hussein al-Duri,
aide to
the prime minister, said one
reason was al-Amiri's comments last week in a court session, in which the judge told
Saddam, ''You were not a dictator."
"The head of the court is
requested to run and control
the session, and he is not
allowed to violate judicial regulations, "al-Duri told Al-Arabiya .television. "It is not
allowed for the judge to
· express his opinion."
Al-Amiri's
comment
aiigered many Kurds and Shiites, fueling their criticism that
he was too lenient with Saddam. Prosecutors had already
asked for al-Amiri to be
replaced after he allowed Saddam to lash out at Kurdish witnesses during a court session.
The change could revive

an

.

.

Exclusive offer only ava ilable at

complaints that the govern- quently giving me injections
ment is interfering in the tribu- and medication, including eye
nal trying Saddam and his drops. They cut the burned
regime members to ensure a skin with scissors," he said,
quick guilty verdict. In the cur- adding that his eyesight
rent trial, Saddam faces a pos- remains poor.
sible death penalty if convictAbdul-Rahman
then
ed on genocide charges over removed his blue shirt. There
the Anfal military offensive were several dark scars, each
against Iraqi Kurds in the about eight inches long, on his
1980s.
back.
Saddam's chief lawyer,
In Saddam's first trial th'e
chief judge stepped down Khalil al-Dulaimi, ·and prosehalfway through the nine- cutor Munqith al-Faroon
month-long proceedings, say- approached the witness to
ing he could no longer put up take a close look
with criticism from officials
Saddam and six other
that he was too lenient in defendants are on trial for
allowing courtroom outbursts alleged atrocities against
by Saddam and his co-defen- Kurds during Operation Anfal,
dants.
a crackdown on Kurdish guerHe was replaced by a far rillas in the late 1980s. The
tougher judge who several prosecution alleges some
times threw out defendants · 180,000 people died in the·
and defense lawyers he said campaign, many of them civilwere out of line.
ians killed by poison gas. ·
A verdict in the Dujail trial
Saddam and his cousin
"Chemical" Ali al-Majid are
is expected on Oct. 16.
Al-Amiri presided over the charged with genocide, and
latest session of trial Tuesday, the others are accused of variin which more Kurdish sur- ous offenses.
All could face death by
vivors of Anfal recounted
chemical bombardment of hanging if convicted.
their villages by the Iraqi miliTWo other witnesses also
testified Tuesday, repeating
tary.
One witness, Iskandar allegations of abuse suffered in
Mahmoud Abdul-Rahman, a the crackdown.
Raouf Faraj Abdullah, a ss~
major in the Kurdistan security force, told the court that an year-old farmer, told of poor
attack on his village began on living conditions and a shortMarch 20, 1988, when Iraqi air- age of food in a detention
craft appeared over the skies.
camp in the northern city of
"We dropped to the floor; Irbil.
.
white smoke covered us, it
"The people of Irbil tossed
smelled awful," Abdul-Rah- food over the barbed wire," .
man testified in Kurdish. "My said the man, who had a thick ·
heart raced I started to vomit. black mustache and wore a
I felt dizzy. My eyes burned traditional Kurdish headdiess.
and I couldn't stand on my
He said he was moved to
feet."
another camp, where he was
Abdul-Rahman said he was separated from his two-yeartreated at two hospitals in Iran, old son and his wife, who later
and lost consciousness ·for 10 gave birth in her prison cell.
days.
.
"The doctors were fre- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Travel Country O utdoors
1 1 01 E Altamonte Drive in Altamonte Springs
Just 20 minutes from UCF

407 .831.0777

Genesis Research lnt'l is
·conducting a clinical research
study on a 28. . day oral
dosing regimen of
an investigational drug
to determine its safety
and efficacy as
an oral contraceptive.

.

Those who .do qualify may receive the following
study related procedures:
• Pap Smear
• Study Medication
• Blood Testing
• Compensation for Time
• Physical Exam
& Travel
- ·- ,

Call Tania And Find Out If You Qualify!

•

407-331-9505

Sick? Hurt?

We,re open every day.

lnj.uries and illnesses can happen anytime, requiring a doctor's care right away. Solantic isopen every day of the year, providing prompt, professional and friendly medical attention.
•Treatment for illnesses and injuries .

..
"

••

• Onsite X-~ays, lab tests and immunizations
• Physicals for school, sports or work
Come see us for the care you need to feel better now.

Great care. Fast and fair.

•

"''

•

.
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Awards
devalued

BILBY PLAYS FOR.
'MORE THAN THE

by voting

habits·
'Experts' don't
look deep enough
when choosing

Death of brother caused
senior to 'grow up'

Last season senior Kristin
Bilby was tied for third on
the team in goals (three),
assists (three), points
(nine) and shots-on-goal
percen.tage (.500); she was
also third in shooting
percentage (.150). She had
two game-winning goals,
good for second on the
Golden Knights.

NATHAN CURTIS
Staff Writer

After her older brother was killed
by a drunk driver, Kristin Bilby
made herself a promise.
. "From that day forward," Bilby
said, "I would always be playing for
him."
Growing up together the two
were very competitive, but it's the
kind ol competition that brothers
and sisters share together and helps
build unbreakable bonds. The loss
of her brother shook her world. You
never get over losing someone close
to you but Bilby found a: way to
move on.
PLEASE SEE

THE BOOK ON
UCF SENIOR
MIDFIELDER
KRISTIN BILBY

Sports Editor

BILBY ON A11

California
Dreamin':

Bilby is anative of Chino
Hills, Calif. and started
her college career at
Long Beach City College.

5'3

Height
Games
Starts
Goals
Assists ·
Shots

.

8
7
0
0

8

Reliability:
Entering this season,
Bilby had played in all
45 games in her ~wo
years at UCF.

Last season:
Bilby had three goals
and three assists in
2005.

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

Late goal lifts UCF past Furman
Rein picks up second shutout this season;
Boggs scores game-winner in 85th minute
I

MELISSA HEYBOER
Staff Writer

A late second-half goal not only propelled the UCF men's soccer team to a
win over the Furman Paladins, but it
·also gave the Knights their first road
win this season and improved their
record to 2-5-0.
The two teams maintained a very
competitive level of play durmg the
first half, entering intermission with no
score.
The Paladins held a small advantage
ill the first half out shooting the Knights
7-6.
.
Entering the second half, UCF continued its defensive pressure on the Paladins, allowing nine shots, most from
long range.
Finally, in the 85th minute, the
Knights managed to score .t he lone goal
of the game, securing a 1-0 victory over

.

CHRIS HOYLER

the Paladins.
Freshman Cam Jordan gave the
assist to sophomore Zak Boggs who
managed to chip the ball just over Fur.
. man goalkeeper Bryan Amos.
The UCF goal was ·the first goal
scored on Furman defense in over 335
minutes of play.
Despite the win, Furman managed
to out-shoot the Knights 16-8, with nine
of those shots coming in the second
half.
The Paladins also held a 4-1 advantage in comer kicks.
UCF's ·Andy Masteller led the
Knights with two shots goal.
Marcus Rein grabbed his second
shutout of the season for the Knights
posting six saves on the day. Amos had
four saves.
"Obviously, we are very happy to get
the win," head coach Brent Erwin said
in a press release. 'We have been play-

ing well, but have earned varied results.
"For us to go on the road and get the
win was very satisfying for us. The
young men who played today played
with fantastic effort and emotion."
Despite winning their first game on
.the road, last Saturday's win over Furman will als<;> likely boost UCF players
confidence and motivate them as they
enter their first conference game this
Saturday.
The Knights will go head-to-head
this weekend as they take on Conference USA host Tulsa in Oklahoma.
The Knights are set to face a tough
opponent come Saturday. The Golden
Hurricanes enter their first .conference
match as well, with a similar record of
2-5-0 on the season.
Between both UCF and Tulsa, five
losses have been at the hands of top 30
teams.
Game time for this weekend is slated for 8:05 p.m., and can be followed
through CSTVs Game Tracker.
Game Tracker provides live stats
and summaries of the game and can be
accessed by going to ucfathletics.com.

Position:
Forward
Class
Sophomore
This season:
Boggs' goal against
Furman was his sec-Z_A._C_B_O_G~G-"SI!<."'-. . . ond of the season,
which is tied for the
team lead.
Position:
Midfielder
Class
Freshman

CAM JORDAN

This season:
His assist on B9ggs'
goal was his second of
the season, which ties
him for the team lead
in that category

When people follow the same
inane process every: single year for
a half century, bad things tend to
happen. This is true in sports, and
once again I'm going to use this
space to breakdown a ridiculous
tradition with a common tie -;sports writers.
.
A few weeks back, I showed
you the absurdity of the preseason
college football poll. Today, with
just a few weeks remaining in the
baseball regular season, the topic
is award voting and why the platitudes spouted by Major League
Baseball's old boy network, executives and media alike reign
supreme in November.
For the purpose of brevity, I
won't bring up the embarrassingly
arbitrary system used by writers
to decide Gold Gloves, awarded to
the best fielders in the American
and National Leagues. If you want
to look into it, I suggest picking up
"The Fielding Bible" by John
Dewan andJtls people at Baseball
Info Solutions. It's a must read for
any baseball fan.
Exhibit A: 2005 AL Cy Young
winner Bartolo Colon
The evidence: "Colon deserves
to win the award because he's
been a consistent winner for us all
season." That was Mike Sciascia,
manager of the Los Angeles
Angels, last September.
I'm all for managers hyping
their players for individual honors;
I'd expect nothing less: But Sciascia went about it all wrong, using
the ultimate luck-based statistic to
validate Colon's candidacy.
The proof lies in the AL's top
winners this season. Randy Johnson and Josh Beckett are tied for
second and fourth in the AL,
respectively, with 17 and 15 victories. However, they sport respective ERAs of 4.93 and 5.02 as of
Sept. 18. Conversely, John Lackey
and C.C Sabathia have pitched
close to the same number of
innings as Johnso:n and Beckett,
have ERA'.s of 3.73 and 3.26 respectively yet have only 11 wins each.
The difference? New York and
Boston are/were competitive
teams with good bullpens and
dynamic offenses, Los Angeles
·and Cleveland are not (Cleveland's off~nse is strong, however,
and Boston's late-season injuries
has them on the Axigels level).
Runners-up Mariano Rivera
and Johan Santana both had better
qualifications than Colon. Rivera,
as a reliever, pitched 78.1 innings
and posted an ERA ofl38, striking
out better than a batter per inning.
He also saved 31 consecutive
games from April 9 to Aug. 13 and
finished the season with 11 consec.utive successful conversions as
the Yankees passed Boston en
route to a eighth consecutive division title.
Santana, however, would have
been the correct choice. His ERA
was second in the AL at 2.87, far
better than Colon's 3.48. He
pitched nine more innings (2312)
than Colon and struck out 238 to
Colon's 157. Opponents hit .210 off
Santana, .254 off Colon. Pretty
obvious who the better pitcher
• was, right?
The only advantage Colon
seems to have is wins, 21 to 16.
Shockingly, the Angels averaged
6.02 runs per start for Colon, while
Minnesota coughed up a measly
PLEASE SEE

ORTIZ ON A10
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Jacksonville's stiffing defense
spoils,return of Roethlisberger
Ben
JACKSONVILLE
Roethlisberger may have been
feeling a little sick. He certainly was a little rusty. He could
have used either one as an
excuse.
Instead, he took all the
blame.
Wearing
protective
padding around pis midsection, Roethlisberger returned
to Pittsburgh's lineup Monday
night, barely two weeks after
an emergency appendectomy.
The Jacksonville Jaguars
made him pay for his courage,
harassing the quarterback and
stopping the defending Super
Bowl champions' nine-game
winning streak with a 9-0 victory, the l.o west-scoring game
iµ Monday Night Football history.
·~ lot of it was my fault,''
said Roethlisberger, who was
17-of-32 for 141 yards with two
i)lterceptions. "I told Coach
I'll be OK. When I get some
more practiee and get on the
same page with the receivers,
we'll be good.''
Pittsburgh couldn't run
either, managing only 20
yards on Willie Parker's 11 carries. The Steelers finished
with 26 yards rushing, the
lowest in Bill Cowher's 15year tenure.
. "If you come in here with
the ~d-set of running the
ball on us, you may' want to
rethink that philosophy,"
Jaguars defensive end Paul
Spicer said. "It ain't going to
be that easy."
Josh Scobee kickeµ three
field goals for the Jaguars (20 ), who improved to 4-0
against the Steelers in September and 3-0 against them

on Monday night.
The Steelers (1-1) kept it
close and got the ball back
with about five minutes to
play, down 6-0. But Rashean
Mathis intercepted Roethlisberger's slant pass and
returned it into field goal
range.
Scobee kicked his third
field goal, a 42-yarder, with
4:26 left. He had a 31-yarder
late in the third and a 32yarder earlier in the fourth,
and that's all Jacksonville
needed. ·
"We moved the ball well,
but we did a bad job of scoring
points," quarterback Byron
Leftwich said. "To move to the
next level, we've got to have
more than nine points. But,
we played a tough team, man.
The Super Bowl champs.''
Mathis picked off another
one with 1:44 remaining,
sending Roethlisberger back
'to the bench. Mathis also
sealed last year's victory at
Pittsburgh, intercepting-a pass
in overtime and returning it 41
yards.
The shutout was Jacksonville's first since December 2003 against Houston. It
also was the fifth time the
defending Super Bowl champions have been shut out; the
1980 Steelers were blanked
once, and the 1981 Raiders
were shut out three times
straight times.
"That's definitely one of
the best defensive performances that I've seen since I've
been here," Jags' running back
Fred Taylor said.
Roethlisberger
might
agree. He threw his hands up
in frustration after his first

interception,_ then walked off
the field with his hands on his
side following his next possession, when he took a jolting shot to his midsection .
aftei; throwing a pass.
He was sacked twice and
knocked down several more
tinies.
Cowher might be questioned for sending Roethlisberger out against Jacksonville's aggressive defense
_ especially after his star
quarterback woke up feeling
sick Sunday and had a fever
earlier Monday, but he wanted
to get him ready for next
week's game against division
rival Cincinnati.
"I forgot how this feeling
is," Roethlisberger said of los~
ing for the first time since
Dec. 4, 2005. "It's not a fun
feeling.''
The Jaguars spent the closing minutes celebrating their
first Monday night win since
2001, improving to 7-2 in the
PHILCOALE I ASSOCIATED PRESS
league's most coveted time Jaguars tight end George Wrightster leaps over Steelers safety Ryan Clark'as Steelers teammate
slot. It marked a new low for James Farrior, left, moves in to make the tackle during the second quarter Monday. ·
scoring on a Monday night,
Roethlisberger has been NHL returns with preseason action
however, dipping below the
San Francisco 49ers' 7-3 win talked about much of the off- as Panthers fall to Oilers 2-1
over the New York Giants in season. He nearly died in a
EDMONTON, Alberta June 12 motorcycle accident, Ryan Smyth's power-play goal at
1990.
The Jaguars had plenty of but recovered in time to 4:24 of the third proved snapped
bright spots, anyway.
report for training camp. a tie and carried the Edmonton
Leftwich completed 26 of Then he had the appendecto- Oilers to a 2-1 exhibition· win
39 passes for 260 yards. Taylor my Sept. 3 and sat out Pitts- over the Florida Panthers on
ran 22 times for 92 yards and burgh's opener.
· He returned to see his
caught three passes for 29
team shut out for the first
yards.
Reggie Williams and Matt time since December 2003
Jones were even more impres- againsfthe New York Jets.
·~ loss is a loss," Roethlissive, combining for 14 catches
berger said. !'I don't care how
for 168 yards.
"Maybe people will start you do it. You play as bad as I
talking abolJt us or some- did, that's how you get shut.
out.''
thing," Leftwich said.

Monday night.
In their first home appearance since a Game 6 win over the
Carolina Hurricanes in the Stanley Cup finals, the Oilers took
advantage of a two-man power
play when Shawn Horcoff dished
the puck to Smyth for an easy tap
in past Panthers backup goalie
Craig Anderson.
The Western Conference
champion Oilers improved to 2-=0
in the preseason while the Pan. thers fell to 0-2 on their Alberta
road trip.
The Oilers scored first when a
· pair of highly touted prospects
connected on the power play.
Rob Schremp found defenseman Tom Gilbert at the point for
a shot past new Panthers starter
Alex Auld.
Florida tied late in the first
period with a power-play goal.
Panthers defenseman Martin
Lojek beat goalie Dwayne Roloson, who made his first start
since sustaining a season-ending
knee injury in Game 1 of the
finals. ·
Roloson re".'signed
with
Edmonton in the offseason.
He didn't show any ill effects
from his offseason knee operation. Early in the second period,
the 36-year-old goalie was sharp
in holding off the Panthers during a full two-minute, two-man
advantage.
He made 15 saves on 16 shots
before being replaced by Jussi
Markkanen halfway through the
game.
Markkanen also made big
saves in the third period to preserve the win as Florida had
another long two-man advantage, their fifth of the night.
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Ortiz can gripe, but he does not deserve MVP
FROM

A9

Fame. But there's more to
baseball than getting hits,
because batters can walk to get
4.7 runs per Santana ·outing.
, I'm guessing the voters gave on base (here's a platitude that
it to Colon because he motivat- actually makes sense more
ed his teaminates to hit better. often than not: ~ walk is as
I mean, who doesn't get moti- good as a hit') and also take
vated by an obese starting more than one base at a time if
pitcher being removed from a they do hit the ball (doubles,
do-or-die
playoff
game triples, home runs).
Our runners-up, the victims
because his back gave out due
to the excessive strain placed in this case, are Jason Giambi,
then the full-time first base~n it by his expancfu.ig stomman in Oakland and, to a much
ach?
Before I break my room.'- lesser degree, Roberto Alomar,
ihate's laptop discussing this · second baseman for Cleve:µiy further, let me close this land
Ichiro was the superstar on
case and open up Exhibit B: the
2001 AL Most Valuable Player, baseball's best team, a recordbreaking team that won 116
ichiro Suzuki of Seattle.
The evidence: I've heard it regul~ season games. He was
also a rookie, though I use that
:;tt least twice this week, both in
reference to Alex Rodriguez in the loosest sense of the term
and the booing situation in because he came over from
New York. It's as old as the Japan in 2001 after winning his
game, the quote by Ted · third consecutive MVP and
Williams: "Baseball is the only finishing with a 353 average in
field of endeavor where a man njne seasons.
And in 2001, he was the darcan succeed three times out of
ten and be considered a good ling of the baseball world,
shadowed by hoards of Japanperformer.''
1 No. Wrong. Dead wrong. So
ese reporters and fawned over
unbelievably wrong it makes by American media, which
1+2 = 1 look right. I'm turning became enamored with his·
blue just thinking about how slap-hitting style that created a
league-high 242 hits, .350 averstupid this saying is.
It centers on the· point that age and 56 stolen bases, all AL
three hits in every ten at-bats is bests.
The
advantages
over
a 300 batting average, a long~e benchmark for the Hall of Giambi stop there. In fact, the

average is a near dead heat,
with Giambi finishing at .342.
If Giambi would have had
four more hits, four lucky
bounces, he would have finished at .350, showing the relative vanity of batting average
as an indicator of production. ·
Giambi walked 129 times,
Ichiro 30 times. The difference
shows in on-base percentage, a
category that Giambi dominated at .477 to Ichiro's .381.
Giambi reached base 35 more
times than Ichiro, and the obvious rebuttal to that is: "Well,
Giambi only reached first on
walks, I'm sure some of those
times Ichiro wasn't walking he
was hitting doubles or triples.''
That would be true, except
that of Ichiro's 242 hits, 192
were sihgles, and just eight
were home runs. Giambi, on
the other hand, hit 91 singles,
instead choosing to do something . more meaningful by
bashing 47 doubles and 38
home runs. If the goal of baseball is to score runs and runs
are scored by collecting bases,
then Giambi had Ichiro beat.
Ichiro also played in a lineup with Bret Boone, who fmished third in the voting, apd
Mike Cameron and Edgar
Martinez, who both f mished
tied for 16th. The only other
Oakland hitter to receive a
vote was. Miguel Tejada, who '

finished 19th and had just a
326 on-base percentage.
Oakland finished with the
AL's second best record, winning .102 games and the wild
card berth. But it was that old
"wins" thing again. The thing
that bit Santana, and when the
Mariners won those 116 games,
people looked at the roster and
simply assumed the addition
of Ichiro was the reason. Too
bad they weren't saying that .
when Ichiro hit .222 against the
Yankees in the AL Championship Series, which the Yankees dominated four games to
one.
I hope this has opened your
eyes a: little to the inherent stupidi,ty behind baseball's award
process. Not all of the members of the Baseball Writers
Association of America are
. wrong, but when you have six
months to decide an award
winner and you get an obvious
choice wrong, it needs to be
brought to light.
Let's hope they don't make
the same mistake this year,
because media favorite David
Ortiz of Boston was not even
the MVP of his own team until
Manny Ramirez got hurt in
late August, yet his constant
bickering could earn him votes
over a more-deserving Perek
· Jeter. But that's for another day.
Check back in November.
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quality pool tables, we
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Bilby hopes future holds
success in film industry
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TO C.OM·MUNICATE MORE
EF·FECTIVELY WITH
OTHER COUNTRIES, WE
MUST FIRST BE ABLE TO
SPEAK THEIR LANGUAGE.
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If you speak a fo r eign language or are cu r rently learn i ng o ne,
we have countless opportuni ti es awaiting you in Ai r Fo rce ROTC.
•Tuition assist a nce
• Monthly living allowance
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• Office r comm i ss i o n
• See the world

Our curren t l anguage needs include Ch ines e. Pers ian. Hindi,
Indonesian and cou ntless others.
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"I changed so much
·because 0fthat,'' Bilby'said. "It
made me grow up."
Bilby is now playing her .
final year for the women's
soccer team at the forw~d
position, usually near the
side@e where the real nitty- .
gritty soccer is played. She
. gets knocked down, pushed
around, and shoved like a rag
doll but she always stands her
ground.
Bilby might be just one
piece in a team of 27, but she
has a certain presence about
her that head coach Amanda
Cromwell recognized from
the start.
"I was previously a midfielder," Bilby said. "But she
COURTESYUCFATHLETICS
challenged me in a way to ful- Kristin Bilby fights for possession with junior defender Andrea Alires, top, in a 0-0 tie
fill my potential and to prove against Fresno State on Sept. 3. Bottom, Bilby dribbles past midfielder Erika.Sugano.
to everyone else that I'm verdreds of miles away in Califorsatile."
nia. Soccer has helped her
Her versatility and her abil- .
with that too.
ity to command the field land"That's the beautiful thing
ed Bilby in 45 matches over
about soccer,'' Bilby said, "it's
the last two years, and she's
that you have 26 other sisters."
been in every match this year.
It's her teammates that
That kind of constant drive
drive Bilby and give her the
is rare in any sports player but .
strength that she needs to play
Bilby draws her power
with
as much fire as she does.
straight from the heart.
She still gets that feeling of
Nothing came natural and
butterflies in the pit of her
nothing was handed to her,
stomach before every match,
she earned it all herself.
and she still plays for her
"I was never the · best,"
brother, but the faces of the
Bilby said, "but I always
women next to her are what
worked really hard."
keep her going.
Her fight to prove herself
- KRISTIN BILBY
"It's when you're running
started way far from here c;m
ON HOW SOCCER HAS HELPED HER
. so hard and hurting so bad,"
the west coast.
'
Bilby said, "but then you see ·
She grew up in Chino Hills,
the faces of your teammates
Calif., where she lettered four
"I want to create charac- and that's when you know
straight years on the soccer
team at Ruben S. Ayala High ters, to create life," Bilby said. why you're doing it."
And at the heart of it all is
School and was a two-time· ·"I want to try and be the next
the coaching staff that watchteam MVP. Yet some still big thing."
The next steps in her life es over the team with the eyes
· questioned her ability when
may
also include soccer too. of loving parents.
.
she decided that . she was
"The coaches are 100 pergoing to travel across · the Bilby wants to go to Europe
country and go to college in and continue the sport that cent behind us and support us
Florida. So, like other negative she's been playing since she throughout everything we
things that she was dealt, was four years old, the very do," Bilby said.
Bilby's time at UCF may be
Bilby used that to her advan- essence of her nature.
"It's a dream for after grad- coming to an end but there are·
tage.
"I wasn't believed in,'' Bilby uation," Bilby said, "because some things here that she has
said, "so I used that as my I'm still going to need that gained and will never lose.
drive
and
competition She'll never forget her 26 sisambition."
.
because
I
thrive
off
of that."
ters.
Not only did she do e:iffictly
Soccer has been so imporShe'll never forget that feelwhat she had planned, but
she's been a smashing success tant in Bilby's life, not just on . ing before a big match.
She'll also never forget
while doing it. Her nine points game day, but in all the other
what it's like to prove everylast year was tied for third aspects that go along with it.
Most importantly, Bilby body wrong and live up to
best on the team and the two
players ahead of her started in needs the team and the struc- your own dreams and expecture of family that it mimics.
tations.
every game.
.
"I'm gonna be so lost withHer brother will ·never
Always aiming high, Bilby
has set some more lofty goals out these girls and having that truly be dead as long as Bilby
for after she graduates, only same support ·of family," Bilby carries him in her heart wherever her travels take h~r.
tllls time others will probably said.
The concept of family is
Whether she goes to
think twice before they quesvery important to Bilby. She Europe or back to California,
tion her potential.
The digital media major deeply misses her brother and she's definitely going to be the
the rest of r family is hun- next big thing.
wants to work in :the movies.

..

Call 1-866-4AF-ROTC or visit AFROTC.COM.

"That's the
beautiful
thing about '
soccer, it's that ·
you have 26
other sisters. "
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OUR STANCE

It's getti11g t()()
hot inhere

•

F

or years environmental
activists have been
labeled.the "Chicken Littles" of our society.
Their cries of "The polar ice
caps are melting! The polar ice
caps are melting!" are nothing
more than a ploy to get attention.
They've been regarded as
pesky tree-huggers who don't
truly understand how the environment works and.have been
, systematically dismissed time
and time again.
One of the environment's
loudest advocates, Al Gore, is
often portrayed as a lonely public figure trying to suck up the
spotlight from other, more relevant politicians. Think South
Park and the search for Manbearpig.
·
But who would listen to this
radical when our own president
has dismissed the global warming claims of respected scientists, politicians and activists?
President Bush claims that our
environment isn't overheating;
there is no proof of global
warming.
This year the man-whowould-be president set out to
prove the actual president
wrong with his lecture ·~
Inconvenient Truth." He toured
the country to teach the masses
· about the dangers of global
warming and the imminent
global disaster waiting for us if
we don't take steps to curb our
environment-destroying ways.
The power:-point presenta. tion was made into a documentary and sold out at the Sundance Film Festival.

slowly crept down that road
And a snippet of his speech
even seeped its way into the
until 100 years ago when the
2006 MTV Video Music Awards Industrial Revolution kicked
our journey into high gear.
last month.
Who says stiff politicians
Now, the visible and tangible
effects of global warming are
~en't ecol (or, in this case, hot
from all the global warming)?
coming into focus. We can see
how glaciers have melted. We
But Gore wasn't satisfied
can see how sea levels have
with just informing. This week
risen. We can feel the extreme
he unveiled a plan to help stop
global warming before global
seasons. And every Floridian is
painfully aware of how a superwarming stops us.
His plan includes the .Carbon heated atmosphere creates
super-heated water, a perfect
Neutral Mortgage Association .
(lovingly known as Connie
breeding ground for the hurriMae) that will help homeowncanes' that continually threaten
ers retrofit their houses to be
our coastlines.
more energy efficient. He sugEveryone should take
gested we freeze carbon dioxide responsibility for the damage
emissions to keep them from
they do to the environment. By
taking small steps, usually the
trapping heat inside our atmosphere. The "electranet," not
only steps cash-strapped college
students can take, to curb enviunlike the Internet that Gore
invented all those years ago,
ronmental destruction, everywill allow businesses and home- . one can contribute to the greatowners to buy and sell surplus
est task this generation will
face: saving the planet for the
energy.
.
"This is not a political issue," generations to come.
Gore said in.a speech at New
We're not saying that everyYork University School of Law.
one should go out ~d buy a
"This is a moral issue - it
hybrid car, but we are saying
affects the survival of human
that everyone should be more
civilization. Put simply, it is
energy conscious.
wrong to destroy the habitabiliThis fragile planet is the only
ty of our planet and ruin the
home the human race has ever
prospects q_f every generation
known and the only place like it
that follows ours."
in our immediate galactic
No matter how other politineighborhood.
•
If we continue to damage it,
cians try to skew the information, Gore is right.
we'll have nowhere to raise our
This is something that
children and our children's chilshould appeal to every human
dren ...
being's sense of morals.
For more information on
Since the invention of agrihow to curb energy consumpculture a millennium ago, the
tion and end global warming
human race has been on the
visit:
path to global destruction. We
www.fightglobalwarming.com.

.Pope should apologize UCF needs planned
for degrading comments children's ho$pital
Pope Benedict XVI angered Muslims and many
Christians last week with a speech he made in
.
Germany, and he should make a clear and sincere
• apology for his comments.
Benedict quoted a medieval text that characterized some of the teachings of the prophet
Mohammed as "evil and inhuman." The text was
· referring to the edict to spread Islam by the sword.
There was an instant and violent reaction to his
bumbling comment. Several churches were set on
fire. A Somalian nun was gunned down. And
Christians in the Middle East worry for their lives
' as extremists bum effigies of the pope and stage
protests.
But this wasn't the first reaction of its kind.
The reaction is similar to the one after a Danish
cartoopist portrayed the prophet Mohammed with
a bomb on his head. And when rumors surfaced
that a Q!.tran had been flushed down a toilet in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, the Middle East went into
the same uproar.
Benedict hasn't really apologized yet. He has
said that.he is "deeply sorry'' about the reactions
to his comments. He said that he was quoting from
a medieval text that doesn't really reflect his
beliefs.
The pope is the leader of around a billion
. Roman Catholics. And many around the world
consider that the pope is the unofficial spokesman
for the rest of Christianity. And when he makes
ignorant comments like this, the religiou,s leaders
of the Middle East immediately classify the comment as an act of war and launch a new bloody
· crusade for their beliefs.
The debate here should not settle on whether
.o r not the edict to spread Islam by the sword is a
valid one. The debate is whether the pope needs
to apologize for saying something that is jeopardizing the safety of his own people.
We know it's tough for the pope to admit he
wrong - it's hard for anyone who is supposed
to have divine powers to say he's sorry.
But Benedict needs to issue a deep and genuine
apology for what he said - not the reaction to it.

In its quest to build a bigger, better medical
community in Orlando, UCF has successfully
lured the influential Burnham Institute to its
planned Lake Nona medical complex. The new
medical school is currently selecting a dean, and
UCF is poised to make its mark on the heath care
industry.
But UCF has ignored perhaps one of the most
promising opportunities for the would-be Orlando medical hub.
Nemours, a medical foundation that specializes
in pediatrics, has proposed a $350 million children's hospital in Orlando, but so far has been
blocked from building in the city beautiful.
They're not asking for money. The Q.Ot-forprofit group has promised to pick up the $40 million a year cost to run the proposed facility.
The state-of-the-art hospital would bring
research money, pediatric residencies for medical
students and would bolster the credibility of the
new medical school
.·
But UCF isn't actively courting Nemours, like
it did Burnham. ·
UCF is instead sitting on the sidelines and letting Orlando Regional Hospital and Florida Hospital block Nemours from setting up shop in
Orlando.
These hospitals don't want to deal with the
competition the chilcb;en's hospital would bring.
And these hospitals have the ears of Orlando's
movers and shakers, including President John
Hitt. '
The truth is UCF needs a relationship with a
healthcare giant like Nemours. Such a relationship would only increase UCF's presence on the
national healthcare stage.
UCF should speak up for Nemours. This unbelievable opportunity can only help that region, no
matter what local hospitals say.
.And in the end, Orlando children will benefit
from a hospital devoted specifically to them.
There is no good reason for Nemours to be
banned from Orlando, and if UCF doesn't speak
up soon, this opportunity could slip away.
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Race still
.
divides
enca
.,

'

sations about the show.
Racial epithets and other
We all have prejudice, arrowords that invoke madness, anger
gance and predisposed notions
and despair are still used in cirthat lead to stereotyping, some
cles that practice hatred and ignoveiled and others blatant expresrance.
sions of "truth" we buy into.
I've heard racial slurs used
Though I was still young, I
more times than I can remember.
Some were spoken to me in
remember the immediate backveiled amusement; others were
lash after the beating of Rodney
used mistakenly by an uneducatKing in 1992 and later, the O.J.
ABEER B. ABDALLA
Simpson trial in 1995;
'
ed foe who saw my tan skin as an
Senior Staff Writer
The cases were clearly dividopportunity to guess my heritage.
As a member of the Millennial
ed across racial lines, and some
blamed the cops, while others
generation, I've been told to alterpromoted conspiracy theories,
nate my ideas of America be~een a melting
pot and a salad bowl
·
·
Race in America cannot be as simple or as
.trite as the war of black vs. white.
"Be a hyphenated American," says the
The varied polka-dotted grays of its blendLeft. "Realize you're made up of many parts."
"Reclaim the idea that an American has
ed citizens serve as a constant reminder that
no ties to race,'' says the Right. "Diluting your few are pure of race, and as such, purely free
patriotism with titles only makes you weakof ridicule or responsibility.
·
The Survivor premier was painful to
er."
watch.
·
After listening to pundits attempt to
define me, it seems all I'm left with is some
I psychoanalyzed the challenges and wondered how conflicted the creators felt promuddied stars and stripes.
To further shake the status quo of political ducing challenges that played off the stereocorrectness, Mark Burnett, producer of realitypes of each racicµ group.
ty TV mega-hit Survivor, sought to ask those .
I wondered what the creators must have
unfortunate questions of loyalty in America
thought when the black team chose to send a
member of the all-white team to Exile Island.
with his latest installment of the show.
As someone of blended heritage, I've
Contestants in prior seasons were divided
by gender or age, but this year Burnett
never held loyalties to either race or ethnicity.
'
'
'
divides his teams by race.
l do, however, get the question$: ''What
With the contestants sequestered by ethnic divisions, the pilot episode left my mouth are you?,'' "Where are you from?," and "Do
you speak English?"
agape and my mind enrapt. I was captured
I am always amused with the fanfare as
not by rage but by the sheer audacity of our
most bouts of curiosity arise after something
American landscape.
inappropriate has been uttered.
Have we become so numb to race relaExpecting humanity to shed its prejudice
tions that we will become gross participants
in a psychological test of our own prejudices? about race is a lot like getting a household to
It seems the truest reflection of J;"eality will agree on a common coffee sweetener: ultimately, an argument is bound to arise and
come not on the Tv; but rather on the messomeone will always be left bitter.
sage boards, blogs and in day-to-day convet·;~:''~"
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READER VIEWS
Severing relationships the
wrong way to move on, grow
I was extremely disappointed with Troy
Hillier's editorial, "Freshmen, it's time to
move on."
In it TI.-oy asserts that college freshmen
are better served by severing ties with their
high schools and hometowns and that in
order to better acclimate themselves to their
new situation they must give up all that is
familiar. However, I think that is far from the
truth.
Yes, students should rriake new friends
while at UCF; however, this is.no different
than anyone who moves on to the next step
in their lives. When I was a girl my mom
always sang a song to me each time we
moved: "Make New Friends." The chorus of
the song was "make new friends, but keep
the old, one is silver and tlle other gold."
I graduated from high school IO years
ago and from the University of Fl<;>rida in
2000.
While I am by no means still close to all
my friends from those days, I am extremely
close to many of them.
·
In fact my best friend in high school ·
remains my best friend today - even
though s~ ~ves in North Carolina.

. · By abandoning your ties to your past you
can easily lose a part of who you are. Each
friend, each teacher and each moment iri
your high school and hometown left an
indelible mark on your personality and character. To abandon them is like abandoning a
piece of yourself.
Furthermore, those comfortable
reminders of the past, a T-shirt, yearbook or
letterman jacket, can not only serve as a
reminder of where you came from. but also
of how far you have come. .
I would encourage incoming freshmen to
not only maintain their ties with their old
friends and hometowns but to also expand
upon them with new friends at their new
school
A big part of college is networking, and to
abandon your first network you've established would be absurd.
So freshmen, be realistic. Expect all your
previous relationships to change, but that
does not make them any less valuable.
Branch out your social netWork in clubs and
organizations, but make sure to hoid tight to
those meaningful relatfonships in your past
- they are golden: ·
-SHARON M.SPANN.

LEGISIATIVE ASSISTANTTO REP. DAVID MEALOR - lAKE MARY
This response in no W,Yreflects the view or opinion Qf
Representative Mealor orthe~orida House of Representative!,
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huge private bedrooms & ·
-p rivate bathrooms
large walk-in closets
individual leases
fully furnished units
high-speed internet included
cable television included
full-size washer and dryer in
each unit
tanning bed & fitness center
less.than one mile to UCF

•
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
· Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m..

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
' Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

.

Learn to be a lawyer before

Destiny Foundation is hiring Donor
Database Assistants - Part Time or
Full Time I Seasonal $8.00 per hour
Email resume to:
DestinyFoundationJobs@yahoo.com

law School. Fast paced local practice
seeking bright, motivated individuals
considering law school and have 1-2
years left before going. Fax Resume
407-648-4614

VALET PARKING ATIENDANT

Servers and Pizza Cooks

FT/PT weekdays. Must Drive Stick,
Professional Appearance. Hourly+ tips.
lmme.diate Openings. Call Steve
407-303-8025, leave message.

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

needed for Pizzeria Valdiano Baldwin
Park location. PT/FT. Benefits avail.
for FT. Exp. req. Call Joe 407-620-0345

Rate
100
' 125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Time
BusinessOpportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

(
(
(

B
B
B
A
A
B

RATES

Rate
325 For Sale: Automotive B
350 For Sale: General
A
375 For Sale: Pets
A
400 Services
B
500 Announcements
A
600 Travel'
B
700 .Worship
B
800 Miscellaneous
B
900 Wanted
B

PIT and FIT Positions Available
Looking for Male or Female
companions/personal care work w/
sf5ecial needs adults. Flex. hours.
$9.50/hr 407-733-0029

First issue:
Each add.I issue:

MOVERS - Helpers/Drivers needed w/full
size truck. Part-time and full-time,.week
ends, avg $20/hr Call 407-774-2031
$5,842 FREE Cash grants. Never
Repay! FREE grant money for School.
Ho4sing, Business, Real Estate. For
· listings 1-800-509-6956 ext. 81 O
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net"""
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net
Wanted : Student to assist National
Honor Society in registering and acting
as local representative. 3.0 GPA
required; Sophomores preferred. Reply
to director@phisigmatheta.org
Part-time delivery driver, starting pay
$10-$12/hr includes tip. Full-time/ Parttime dishwasher, must have at least 1
year experience. Starting pay $8/hr + tips.
.
Call 407-658-6615

Rate A

Rate B

Rate C

$6
$4

s9

$18

$6

s12

the Orlando Mal!ic!

• ·work at the Orlando Magic Kiosk
at the Florida Mall
• Sell Orlando Magic Merchandise
•Must have flexible hours
• Nights and Weekend work available
• Must be 18 years of age
• High School Diploma required

•••
t'li

.

f

bright, o,utgoing, energetic person
for good times around town. Must
enjoy meeting new people .
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean driving record and a passion
for life required. Bilingual a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
M obile Energy Team. As.part of
the team, y ou 'll seek out people in
need of energy an4 introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

If interested in joining the
Red Bull team , apply at
www.recruit.redbullmet.com.

Contact ~i ndsay Isakson
at 407-916-2453, or
lisakson@orlandornagic.com. EOE.

~R

~,

TALL, STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEEKS

work Part nme tor

~

Cl

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Off~ring asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours ad~y

PIT help for companion and personal
care. Nursing students preferred. Flex.
hrs $9.5/hour. call or fax resume: 407207-5103.
Looking for people to hand out flyers.
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF, and
Oviedo areas. Must have own car and
cell phone and be avail. in AM. $8.00/hr.
407-276-2881

(j

Red Bull"
~-~

ENERGY DR INK

Ready for that truly mouth-watering
opportunity? The one that mul<es you wonde1·
what you've been doing. Where you've
been. And what you've been missing.

:......... . .................................................. .

Rf.I HELP WANTED:
~Part-Time

Unwrap Something Better

Chi.ldcare for 3 and 5 year old .
afternoons from 3-7 in Lake Mary.
Must have early childhood experience
and references. Must have reliable
transportation to pick up children from
school. Help with homework, snacks.
Please call 407·920-1116
Education Major needed for after school
babysitter M-F. E-mail resume to
Neededbabysitter@yahoo.com
Driver Helper for Habitat for Humanity
M-F 12:30-4:30, $7/hr.
Call 9am-3pm 407-688-8874
Mystery Shoppers
Earn up to $150 per day. Exp. not
required. Undercover shoppers
needed to Judge Retail and Dining ~
Establishments Call 800-722·4791

HOW' HIRING ALL
POSITIONS
Restaurant Management, Shift Coordinators
Team Membe.rs

&

P lease visit y our local BK or v isit us

www.bkcareers.com

.·-------------------------------------------·.
t _____________________________________ ______ !I

I

Burger King Corporation is an Equal Opporlmtlty Employer .and maintains a
drug.free workplace. TM and @ 2006 Burger King 8l'Clnch, Inc:. All rights PDHrvod.

$100 BoOi.S~OiE'°CERnF1cATE ~
"s:
~
$100 SIGN-ON BONUS*·
~;~
H~~~~R1 · .
$100 REFERRAL -BONUS!**
Get hired and receive a..,

WE WILL

Get your friend a job and receive a...

More

m en

and

women

on

t he

front

lines

are

su rviving

life-th reate ning · injuries

When: Friday, September 22nd
Time: 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM
Where: College of Business II
Check-In Room: #222
Interview Room: #213

I

than ever befor e for one reason: We have the m ost elite nur ses in th e· w orld . As a
U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive th e most advanced train ing and have access to the
best medical t echnology on the planet. And whether you're treating Airmen on foreign

visit us onlin e.

a better

Fun Environment
Growth Opportunities
Flexible Schedules AM/PM
·$8 - $1S/hr average
Weekly Paychecks
Weekly Bonuses
Paid _Training

North Orlando/UCF: (407) 673-9700
3592 Aloma Ave, Suite 6, Winter Parle, FL 32792

soil or their farnilies on bases here in the U.S., you can put all of that training to use.
If you're interested· in learning more about

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

South Orlando: (407)-243-9400
Apply Online: www.DialAmerica.com/WinterPark

place to practice medicine, ca ll or

1- 800- 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE

*$1 00 IS PAID OUT IN 4 INSTALLMENTS OVER A 5-WEEK PERIOD OF CONTINUOUS EMPLOYMENT. TO BE ELIGIBLE.
MUST START TRAINING BY 9/2 5/06 AND WORK SCHEDULED HOURS DURING 5 WK PERIOD. EXPIRES 9/25106. *•RESTRICTIONS APPLY

•
FIND A BETTER-PAYING JOB TODAY.
Search local and national jobs 24!7.

Orlando Sentinel
Orlando Sentinel. More jobs than any other source.

OrlandoSentinel.com

[po~med by] careerbuilder'.

<eutral '1otiba :Jmun •. September 20, 2006

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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EARN

RENTING DAYS ARE OVER!
Own for just $2500 down, no closing
costs.
Luxurious, 1 ,2,3 bdr condos
(407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

UPTO

1 3

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

4 5 9!

NEW WINTER PARK CONDO

------------···········~--

~10 OFFER

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

NO MORE RENT! Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

. donating
plasma regularly

SPECIAl

© Puzzles by Pappocom

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWNI
1,2 and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

$170/MO.

•

A15

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

For Rent
2br/1 bth $900-$1000
3br/2bth $1150-$1200
2 miles from downtown Winter Park
Call for appointment (407)628-4441

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd aod
4th donation.

New Condo 3/2+Den
15 min away from UCF
Hardwood Flrs,Grnt.ctr SS appliances
W/D. $1350. 407-482-0257.

·----····---------------····

lfrl 111111111
llltl I PU..1111\ 11111

NEW Lg 212 CONDO, NO
FEES, NO DEPOSIT, $1100 MOVES
YOU IN! Pets OK
Be the first to live In It. Stainless,
Unit w/ Pool View, Flt: Center, W/D
Close to Super Target, UCF, Full Sall
aleja.restrepo@gmail.com
Alex 407-729-7093
Oviedo Luxury Townhouse- Biltmore
3BD/2.5BA, garage, screened patio,
gated community, pool, jogging, close to
Oviedo Mall, $1600/month
Call 407-249-0046 or 407-484-8505
Brand New Townhome. 3/2.5 w/ 1 car
garage. 1518 sq ft. Upgraded cabinets &
appliances. 18 inch tile 2 mins from UCF.
Recorded msg 407-965-0094 code 45596

I

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321·235·9100

UNIVERSITY/SEMORAN AREA:
2BR/2BA condo near UCF. 1100 sq. ft. $900/mo. plus security. No Pets.
Call 407-657-5451
Townhouse 3bdrtn/2.5bath/1car
garage Tuskawllla and
Aloma. Less than 2 yrs new!
Washer/dryer, alarm system, granite
. counters, wood flooring and morel
786-439-1872
Waterford Lakes, The Crest
We need one roommate In a Luxury
Condo 2br/2ba,W/D,cable TV, HS
Internet, tel, pool, gym,all Included,
$650/month, Call 407-247-6423
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM

Tra
fired of tttaking low wages and working long
hours? Are you tttoney tttotlvated but can"t seettt
to find the right Job? Is school keeping you busy?

Get a real job!

Classy Homes/Vacation H~mes of all
sizes I Bullt In 2005-06
. Near UCF: Orlando, Oviedo; Winter
Springs, Maitland, Kissimmee, &
Davenport. Rent entire home from
$1250 and up or share from $375 and
up, master $575 and up. Share the
most luxurious homes w/ others on a
joint lease. We match you perfectly w/
other professionals & pay refer~ls.
, Call 407-716-0848, 407-334-6658
Nancepropertylnvestments.com
F roommate wanted in 3BD/3.5Bath
town home Brand new 1Om in from UCF
$475+utls $333 security required
contact Jessica 407-766-2345

Friday puzzle: ·
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
Good buddy
Dune material
Get on
Signoret film,
"Madame
"
15 Fencer's foil
16 Tree-shaded
area
17 On the
sheltered side
JS Dray
19 Over
20 Garden plots·
21 Alphabetize
23 Mid-month date
24 Pitched shelter .
26 Carpentry tools
28 Apportioned
31' Struck
powerfully, oldstyle
32 Copland or Burr
33 Old-style
calculator
37 Stretch the truth
38 Schemes
39 Meadowland
40 Interpret
,
43 Take care of
45 Avoid a church
service
46 Grooms like a
cat
47 In the direction
of
50 ldltarod vehicle
51 Sharif of films
52 Financial share ·
54 Amount paid
58 Fads
60 Pelvis parts
61 Nothing but
62 Thorax
63 Freeway fillers
64 Perched upon
65 Precipitous
66 Flying toy
67 Schlep
1
5
9
14

© 2006 Tribune Media Servlcei>, Inc.
All right&

8
9
10
11
12
13
22
25
27
28
29
30
31
33
34

DOWN
Hermit or fiddler
Aperture
Formerly owned
Conductor's
title
5 Runner-up
6 In isolation
7 Egghead
1
2
3
4

35
36
38
41
42
43

reserv~.

Figure out
Lea call
Satellite, e.g.
Dwelling
Wanderer
Attire
Crude crosses
Bard's
contraction
Shoshone
NaCl
Whisker
S1.1bject of
study
Election
selection
Sight-gag
comedy
Peter Fonda
Last issue solved
title role
Low-fat
44 British soldier,
49 Pay
Has a
hamburger
once
50 Avoid
. 46 The magic
53 Jai_
Trudges
word
55 Not fooled by
Closest one
56 Bank opening
47 Sort of song
Abbr. on many
48 City on the
57 Classify
cameras
Missouri
59 Farm pen
Italian three

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

F to share new 212.5 townhouse in
Winter Springs. Room is fully furnished.
W/D, walk in closet, Internet, cable. $500
negotiable plus water&elec. Feel lree to
call Natalia at 407-782-2375.
A male roommate wanted for one
furnished room with private bath in a
pond-view 4bed/2bath house with full
kitchen and W/D, 10 min to UCF. $450
plus utilities. Call 215-872-1087

Call 407-896-0124
Ext. 2963
Ask for
Schmidt
Wally

Make full-time pay working part-time hours working less than a mile
from school! Come work for the nations largest New and Used Car
Advertisement Company!

A ·uto .
Trader*

1 roommate needed in nicely furnished
3 bdrm/2 BA house. Front/back patio.
2 miles from UCF. Bdrm n.ot furnished.
$475/mo. + util. Call 407-489-3075.
Large room in 4/2 house, 5 minutes from
UCF. HDTV, huge living room, and
POOLll Rent Is $420 a month plus 1/4
·utilities. CaTI Kristian at 407 970-9799
Female student wanted for Waterford
Landing apartment. Fully furnished.
One mile away from UCF. $530/MO
includes utils. Call 954-304-4333
Two Rooms for Rent In 3/2.5 Townhouse
1500 sq.ft. located in Waterford Lakes
Area $525/mo includes everything. For
more info Call Angela 3~1-662-8754
Spacious rooms available in New Home
minutes from UCF and VCC. All utilities
included, $500/month.
407-736-1116
Room for rent in 2 story house in Oviedo,
4 miles from UCF, high speed internet,
$420/month all utils included.
Contact Mark 407-256-9574.

1ifA4~i.e~

Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-13/hr. PT evenings, flex hrs.
Immediate openings.
Call 407-971-9131

4BD/2BA completely furnished, $500 +
share of electricity. Internet, W/D, nonsmoker, no pets.
Call 407-399-2984

Pegasus Connection, 1/1 available in a
3bd/3ba apartment. Females only. Rent
$540/mo all-inclusive, Community incl.
pool, gym, private theatre. Avail. .
immediately. Lease runs through July 07.
· Call 786-564-1830

Help Wanted Part-Time administrative
assistant. General office work, flexible
hours, prefer mornings. Start at $8/hr
Winter Park area. Contact
andrew_lawson@us.afl!J.c.com

Avalon Park -New 3/3.5 townhome,
gated, clubhouse, pool. Features security
system, 2 Car G<1rage, recessed lighiing,
moan fixtures.and tile. Minutes from
UCF, 408, 417, & d'town Orlando. Avail.
10/15/06. $1600 per month
Call 404-542-4793

2BA/2BA apartment in great
condition avail now. Shuttle to UCF,
within walking distance, and fully
furnished with all utilities Included.
$590/mo per person. Call
863-206-8652 or 863-412-1425

Help Needed. Part-time hous~keeper, to
clean lodging rooms and guest areas.
Candidate must be friendly, reliable, and
trustworthy. Must be able to work
weekend days. Retreat Center located in
Oviedo. Please call Alison at
(407) 365-5571 ext 10.

'

Room for Rent in a NEW 3/2 home just
15 min. away from UCF *countless
amenities. Upper classmen preferred,
responsible female ok with NO pets &
NO parties. $600 + 1/2 Util. Rent is
NEGOTIABLE if paid for in advance for
the Fall. 321-229-4462

Educ. Major needed for PT child care for
children ages 5 and 7. Need someone MTH from 3:30 to 6: 30pm one or two wks
a month. Salary neg. Ref. a must.
Lori 407-592-5438

RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT WORLD
SEEKS HAPPY, INTELLIGENT PEOPLE
f'OR SEVERAL POSITIONS:
E-COMMERCE SALES (9:15-6, M-F)
RETAIL STORE (9-6, M-F)
INSTALLATION/WHSE (8:30-5, M·F)
ACCOUNTING ASST. (8-5, M-F)
FAX RESUME TO 407-679-1699 OR
EMAIL TO JOBS®REWONLINE.COM
Front Desk Assistant needed for Apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-827-1255

5BR/2.5BA with 2 Car Garage. Plenty
of storage for $2000/month.
Located in the UCF area.
Call 407-?56-3513

Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes 2, 3, 4 & 5
bedroom, $1,250 & up.
407-760-0768

Awesome 3/2 house for rent In
Andover·Lakes(off curry ford and
417); waterfront view; backs up to
preservation area; close to campus;
tile, blinds, walk In closet;2car
garage;$1250/mo.call 407-579-1764
LOOKlll
2 bdrms avail In a larg·e house close
to UCF. Includes In-ground pool, W/D,
& full kitchen. $350/mo. + split utll.
Call 407-619-S642, leave message.
I

DREADING MONDAY?
Work from home. Potential for Executivelevel income. No commute. no boss, total
FREEDOM. Call NOW Free
1 min. msg: 866-651 -0257

Room for Rent in Beautiful
.residential community. $500/mo.
Females only.
Call 954-436-8924

GOLDl;:NKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS..COM
We rleed Paid Survey Takers In
l Orlando. 100% FAlaE to join.
·
Click on su.r vllys.

Cottage w/ a sleeping loft. Incl. electricity
& water. $450/mo. Partially furnished.
Close to UCF inLa quiet wooded area.
Call 40t-366-6413.

2/2 Bed/Bath Condo in Upscale
gated community near downtown
Orlando. Never Lived in!
Rent $1100 water included.
Contact Elsie (352)348-8094.
111 Apartment w/ garage includes all
appliances, W/D, refrigerator,
microwave, stove. Deposit of $300. Rent
for $750/mo. Call 407-620-4895

Pegasus Pointe Apartment
available. 212, 3rd floor, vaulted ceilings,
private bathroom, 12x12 rooms, pool,
tennis courts, basketball courts, exercise
room, game room, wireless, utilities
included, Florida pre-paid accepted.
Only $610/mo. Call 772-260-3108.
HATE PAYING RENT? Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos. just $2500 down. ·
No closing costs,~(407)737-0529
www.thecrestiife.com

5 MIN. TO UCF. 4/2, 1,944sf, fenced
yard, built 1997, CLEAN, perfect for
roommates! Owner willing to do lease
purchase, why rent when u can own??
Jennifer w/ Exit RE Results 407-7189603 www.jenkellerhouse.com
Beautiful 3035sqft Home 4mi/UCF only
$369k! 4BR/3.5BA w/Loft/Wood Firs/
Tile/Walk-in-Pantry! 21x18 Fam & Master
BR! Priv. BA in 2nd BR! 407-230-6976
Metro at Michigan Park Condos.
Final Close Out Sale. Close to dwntwn.
Spacious designer units. Call Gary
407-353-6600. GreatSpacePlace.com
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lal<es
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
JUST $2500 GETS YOU INI
No closing costs, luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr
condos, Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407i 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
$2500 DOWN, NO CLOSING COSTS
Luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr condos,
Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
10 MINUTES FROM UCF
Former student has 4/2 home for sale.
Eat-n kit, spilt bdrms, fenced~car gar.
Motivated to sell. $237,900.
II Joyce
at Century 21 Oviedo" 407-3 '-5837

Brand New Townhome. 3/2.5 w/ 1 car
garage. 1518 sq ft. Upgraded cabinets &
appliances. 18 inch tile & hardwood
floors. Pond view. 2 mins from UCF.
Recorded msg 407-965-0094 code 44763
Stop paying rent & own a country club
style luxury condo. $2500 moves you in.
The Crest at Waterford Lakes near UCF.
Homes are selling fast! 407-737~4442

FOR SALE:
l~
~ Automotive
2003 Lancer ES. 56K miles
silver, automatic, new brakes & tires,
AM/FM & CD, clean Int., power
windows & brakes & great on gas,
$7500 Call Sarah@ 407.733.1149
2006 Yamaha V-Star Custom w/extras.Struggling student needs someone to
assume payments or pay off. Call Tim
ASAP 321-759-7382.
Nissan 2003 350Z Touring
12.5 K miles, $26,000
Call Tom: (321) 267-8414

Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831 -1322
Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available.
407-831 -1322
Used eMachine PC set
AMO XP 2200, 512MB Ram
17iCRT monitor, scanner, desk
All for $300, Call.407-575-1696
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941
Used PCs $300, 1 GHz+/512 MB, 40 GB+/-, 90 day warranty
Wln2K Pro, Office 2K Pro + more
Call TTBI at 407-737-0808, by UCF
Mattress Sets for Sale
Brand New beds never used - Still In
factory plastic. Twin Sets $100, Full
Sets $110, Queen Sets $160.
Can Deliver! (407) 846-8822

l.~tJih~
0 0 NHTI O'F N,_af
Egg Donors Needed

Up to $10,000
Compensation!!!
Kind, Healthy, Responsible
Woman ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Jewish/Asian/European
Athlete/Tall/Dimples
Musically/Artistically Gifted
High ACT/SAT a Plus!
Call (800) 563-0098

or
www.lovingDonation.com
Horse back riding lessons in exchange
for barr1' work. Approx. 20 hrs per week,
south Sanford area.
Call 407-314-0031
Remarkable, powerful, outstanding,
exciting offer from Verizon online DSL.
The best value in broadband just got
better! Just call 212-560-4363 and
mention program code S3SOBZV8.

Florida's Hottest Adult Dancers!
Male/Female Exotic entertainers for
whatever your rea,;vn to party! $25 OFF
when you mention this ad.
www.socoentertainment.com or
" 407.227. 1485 $$-ALWAYS HIRING
QUALIFIED TALENT- $$
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmerlcanKidzAdoption.com ~
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-30!!7

Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors available in
ALL Math, Science, & English courses.
Single sessions and group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.

mTRAVEL
Call STS for the best deals to this year's
top 1O Spring Break destinations!
1-800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com. Ask
about group discounts!

Need Egg Donor for childless couple.
South Asian or Mediterranean female,
medium complexion.
Contact Robin 407-963,3390

t
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Classic Nissan
is Conveniently Loc.ated
on S.R. 436 between
Colonial and University
in East Orlando

IVIAZDA
"BU PER TO UMPER"
LIMITED W.ARRANTV
48 MONTHS OR 50?06
'/LES

TEST DRIVE AMAZDA TODAY.

I>

l
.I

**
Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Pla~er, Tilt Steering Wheel

IMO

Model Code:05716

. with $1,999 down
(f

I

A/G, AUTO, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, CD Player

Stk #6L560481
Stk #6L5B467 4

OFF

MSRP

Model Code:42216

UPTO

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brak~s, Tilt Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels

200€? MOTOR TREND
SPORT/UTILITY
OF THE YEAR.
4X4, Power Locks, Power Windows,

NOW IN STOCK! Ready For Immediate Delivery

Cruise Control, Keyless Entry and
Alarm, A/C, AM/FM/CIT,
Rear Bumper Steps

STK#70103904

+

I

Ij.

OFF

MSRP
Model Code:04416

I

Air Conditioning; Power Accessories, Automatic·Dynamic Stability Control,
244 H.P Turbo Charged, ABS Brakes, Side Airbags, 18" Wheels

l
+

'~h back from N~san on new 2006 Altimas, 2006 Xterras, 2006 Sentras, 2006 Frontiers {i!iduding Crew Cab) and 2007 Versas. Offers expire on October 2,
2006. Cannot be combined with other offers. "Deferred interest added to contract balance and payable over remaining contract term. New purchases on~. Subject to credit approval.

Not available in Pennsylvania. See Nissan dealer for details. Nissan, the Nissan Brand Symbol, NMAC and Nissan model names am Nissan trade matks. @2006 Nissan·North America, Inc•
..36-month closed-end lease with $1,999 total due at lease incepllon, wtiich includes: First payment of $299, securily deposit of $0, and cash or trad~ equity of $1,700. All advertised pricing
does not include tax or tag. 12,00!J miles per.year, any overage will be $0.15 per mile. With approved '<'edit to qualified buyers, 640 Beacon Credit Score required. Severity of credit may
affect down payment and APR. All bankruptcies must be discha19ed. • Savings based on dealer diswunt and/or factory rebate. Example: 2006 Nissan Sentra 1.8S (MSRP ol $17,415),
iocludes lactory rebate of $2,250 and a dealer rebate of $1.150. Nissan Sentra 1.8S sale price $14,015. 2006 Nissan Xterra (MSRP of $28,745), includes factory rebate of $1 ,000 and a
dealer rebate of $2,500. Nissan Xterra sale price $25,245, Dealer document processing fee of $599 is not included in advertised prices. All rebates and incentives assigned to dealer. All
offers not to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subjoot to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors,

.+ All prices plus tax, tag, and title. Must finance Mazda 3 and CX-7 through dealer to qualify for $1,000 rebate.++ Savings based on dealer discount and/or factory
rebate. Example: 2006 Mazda Tribute includes factory rebate of $3,000, $500 MAC and/or dealer discount of $2, 500. Dealer document processing fee of $599 is not
Included in advertised prices. All rebates and incentives assigned to dealer. All offers not to be used in tonjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for
illustration purposes o 01y. Not responsible for typographical errors.

SALE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-9•Sat 9-9 Sun 11-6
SERVICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 7-6 •Sat 8-5

•

· ~te
MAZDA

NISSAN
HWY 436 Betwee~ Colonfal & University Blvd. Next to Classic Mazda East

HWY 43& Between Colonial a University Blvd. Next to Classic Nissan

1-888-NEW-NISSAN

1~soo-&39-7oo.o

***

Mon-Fri 7-6•Sat 8-5

IAL AUTO G .OUP SPONSO

FOR UCF A HLETICS

***

I

